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nmommmn 

In so far as It Has within tho ability of tho writer, it is Ms 

purpose to conduct too inquiry in this essay in the spirit of the two 

eminent protagonists of Brogsatism with whom it deals. According to 

their tenets, thought and inquiry arise whoa •'something has gone wrongs 

whoa the perch is no longer tenable and flight boeotnoa necessary. In 

order to have any Justification, then, this essay mast state the 

! trouble* from whoso womb it was bom, ©ad, in the process of its 

development, prove that It is a legitimate child* Herewith, theraforo, 

is it® birth notice. 

As early as 1903 William Jamoe announced the birth of a son in 

Pragmatism, one John Dewey. (1) Nor is the son reluctant to acknowledge, 

hie father. (2) Both breathed the breath of life from a new psychology 

having its background in biology, loth owned a common aneestory in 

Charles S. Peirce, Except for certain relatively minor differences, 

the structure of their respective systems have the same form, as wo 

shall later see, Ihough both are of the same. Abstaitaaung. they speak 

differing thoughts on religion* thereupon the problem is born. Hhy r 

should this be? From the same promises the consequences should bo the 

same If the logic is rigidly applied. But they seem not to ba tbo cams, 

fhis is troublesome, and demands inquiry. 

inferences made and, conclusions reached aro to be valid,the 
subject matter dealt with and the operations employed must bo such 
.as to yield identical results for all who infer and reason. If tho 
warns evidence loads different persona to different conclusions, 

! .than oithor tho evidence is only speciously tho same, or 0no con¬ 
clusion (or both) is wrong, She pneeial constitution of an individ¬ 
ual organism which plays such a role in biological behavior is so 

I (1) (Fames, letters. Vol. II, pp.201-202 j 
(2) Philosophy Of «John Dowoy, P.A.Schilop.ed., Northwestern Univora- 

rfy, 1939. P.23. 

I 
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irrelevant in controlled inquiry that it has to he discounted..'1 

(1) 

"She function of roflactive thought Is....to transform a situation 
in which there is experienced obscurity, doubt, conflict, disturb- 
ance of some sort, into a situation that is clear, coherent, 
settled, harmonious,11 (2) 

She purpose of this essay is to trace the premises, and the succes¬ 

sive steps by which Jams end Dewey arrive at their respective views on 

religion? furthermore to compare these critically so as to trace the 

common sources of the similarities and the divergent sources of the 

differences in their views on religion. By the nature of this inquiry, 

certain elements of the respective systems will not he called into 

account. Yet, ho cause religion, whatever else it may he, is a man's 

evaluation of Ms life as a whole, both personal and social, the 

inquiry must of necessity consider the general philosophic outlook of 

these two great thinkers. It in obvious that not only their specific 

thought on religion mast be examined and evaluated, but also the 

religious force of their conclusions in other specific areas. 

U) Msis. ,teJHeog.,alLlMatot p.V*. 
(2) Bow m ghink.(Revised Mition) pp.U5-U6. 

: 



X. William James* Pragmatism 

Oae cannot enter into a discussion of William* Jama a* thought withl 

out taking into acconnt some of the influences which converged in him 

and were transforms! by Mm into the fruits of his thought. His father, 

Henry James, was a theologian by avocation, though in general he aligned 

himself with the doctrines of Swedenborg, the Swedish mystic, he was 

really more of a froe&thinkar, in the sense of being hospitable to and 

interested in a wide range of religious thought. He was intimate with 

the eminent religious thinkers of his day, and knew Emerson and Carlyle, 

ihlle William James did not follow his father’s thought, ho was profound¬ 

ly effected by his religious interests* Among the son’s autobiographical 

comments he mentions religious problems and tensions prominently in his 

>arly experiences, this religious temperament and interest was prominent 

throughout his life end work. He never loot the moral earnestness vhi<h 

he caught from his father. 

Ihilo an undergraduate at Harvard, James had as one of his instruc¬ 

tors, houis .Agassiz, who taught natural science. Hater James was to 
? 

accompany his teacher on a biological expedition to the Amazon. One of 

Agassis’a maxima was “Go to Mature? take the facts into your own hands; 

hook, and sec for yourself,'* Tears later James wrote of Agassiz’s 

influence; “the hours X spent with Agassis so taught me the difference 

between all possible abstractionists and all livers in the light of the 

world’s concrete fullness, that I have never been able to forget it.w(l) 

A cursory glance at a list of James* written works shows that Ms 

life was spent in an attempt to reconcile these two strains in his 

issu Agassis (an address delivered in I896), reprinted in Memories 
and Studies. 



thought and temperaments the religious, speculative and the rigorous, 

scientific!, this fact is further reflected in hie characterisation of 

types of mind as Btoush-mlndodtt and ‘’tender-adnaed”. It is not strongs 

that Jesies should have developed Ms religious thought first and his 

methodology; nospirabiiialy late in Ms life. But it will he somewhat 

awkward to'Oho# how that which cams first Is the logics! consoqraanco of 

that which cmm later in time. In -1801 James made m address to a Unit¬ 

arian Minister*a Institute entitled Boflen Action and ffhoicm: this was 

followed in 1SS4 hy an article on Ahsolutism end Iwolrtelasf in 1895 

IMlfQ-gorth.J&g&ag?: 1S9^I She varieties of 

jBellslotta Bsnerience. 1903, Shis strain closed with his metaphysical 

work, A Pluralistic Universe. 1909. About half-way between Ah.solutlfsy 

and F-nroiriclsm and Is Life Worth Idvinv? James published Ms . 

1S93-. feanSlai sad its sequel, nkJtamfeg 
ef._fro.th, did not appear until after mcAriaM.t.a_oOAl.glgiS.Jimtgg 

ience. in I907 and 1909 respectively, fhou#t thore seems to have been an 

Inverse coordination between the cadence of the religious and scientific 

developed concurrently. In msy event It cannot bo said that James 

developed his Predatism as a method to substantiate) .hie religious 

jthought, fhc two are, however, so intimately connected that they may 

be considered as contingent, 

’’fhe truth Is that science and Ml • these ether functions of the 
human mind are alii® results of ©00*0 thinking about the 
phenomena life offers him,.*.If we think Clearly and consistently 
in theology and philosophy wo are good man of science too. If we 

1 "think logically in science we aro good theologians and 
philosophers,** (1) ' 

(I) quoted in R,B .perry, ffhe ghouvht and Character of William Jcmoa.n.'M 



fwo othor Influences on Jams should bo mentioned, namely those of 

Charles Sanouvier and Charles S, Peirce, the former confirmed Jamas In 

his revolt against the “mad Absolute” and freed him from do terrain! era. 

fh® latter provided James with the baste for his theory of the pragmatic 

meaning of truth, ■ 

In writing eulogistically of Herbert Sponsor,. Jiaaoa said* 

"Everyone who writes boohs or articles knows how he mat flounder 
until ho hits upon the proper opening. Cnee the beginning is 
found, everything follows easily and in due order. If a man, 
however narrow, strikes even by accident, into oao of those 
fertile openings, and pertinaciously follows the lead, he is 
almost sure to meet truth in hio path,..,Such a thought was the 

, gradual growth of all things, by natural processes, out of 
natural antecedents,*1 (l) 

Jams himself used this selfsame opening, an opening hit upon by Darwin 

about the same time ■ that James was a young man of seventeen years, mid 

felt that he, having followed the lead, had met truth in hia''.pafh,Jaia9a, 

however, confined himself largely to njapecial application of the.Dar¬ 

winian principle of biological utility to the human organism end seised 

upon that principle as an explanation of -human consciousness. 

this? application was first developed systematically In James* 

grfoclglfrft o£ psychoioev. fhis work, while laying the foundations Of 

psychology as a science, le shot through and tlWogh with metaphysical 
A 

ei&e-llghto, making it difficult at times to determine »hich is science 

and which metaphysics. In the very opening pages of the Principles ho 

writes? 
“..Is the Keeises an expression of intelligence rational in its 
inward nature, or a brute asternal fact pore end simple? If we 
find ourselves, in contemplating it, unable to banish the 
impression that it is mm realm of final purposes, that it 
exists for the sake of something, wo place intelligence at the 
very heart of it and have a religion. If, on the contrary, in 
surveying its irremediable flux, wo can think of the present 



only a« so sniOh more- rachonioal sprouting from the pant, 
occuring with no reference to the future, m are atheists and 
materialists,*1 (1) 

James does not leave his readers in doubt as to his own position, ©a the 

mm psgss ho states? “ffho.-urogenct.of^fa^o^enaa^na^the,.choice of 

of. taontality in. a phenomenon.8 (2) It is from this point of view that the 

ffrlndtfteg were written# 

Hew this mentality is a stage in " the gradual growth of all things 

by natural processes, out of natural antecedents'* Janies indicator in the 

following statement* 8Jf evolution is to work smoothly, consciousness in 

noma shape must hav® boon present at ths very origin of things.*,..8fhe 

girl in 'Midshipman Easy* could not excuse the Illegitimacy of her child 

by saying, *it was a little small one*. And conseiottoneea,however little, 

is an illegitimate birth in any philosophy that starts without it, and 

yet professes to ©attain all facto by continuous evolution.8 (3) While 

this is a metaphysical matter* it has some bearing upon what-appears-'to 

bo nn inconsistency in James* treatment of the relation of the mind to 

the brain. In one case he soys* *fh© immediate condition of a ^itnte of 

consciousness is an activity of some sort in the cerebral hen&spherea-... 
\ 

mental action may be uniformly and absolutely a function of brain-action, 

varying as the latter varies, and being to the brain-action as effect to 

cause,8 (4) later in hie Xngersoll Lectures ha held that the function ofV 

the brain action maybe only transmissive, and is not necessarily pro* 

ductivo. He also writes! 

8Probability and circumstantial evidence... ran dead agai/hat the '' 
theory that our actions are purely mechanical in their j ctnration. 
•«•••? Ohall talk as if consciousness tepi actively prating 

{l)M^-BeteoluloaJEfcJfjnwihoIogr.if.T.. Henry Holt & Co, ,ed,ig23^p: vS. 
C ' ’» p.^. m. 
(4)$^book of psyebolo^ p« % j 
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against the nerve cents re la the direction of Its own ends, and wan 
no mars paralytic and impotent spectator of life's gasio**’ (1) 

Shis scorns to bs an espousal of interaction!swa. It is father confirmed 

■by a statement in the Principles: 

"She consciousness# which 1© Itself an integral thing not cade of 
parts, •corresponds* to the entire activity of the brain,whatever 
that may bo, at the moment. M (2) 

Setae years later (1904) in his essay, Ifeea Consciousness Exist? he 

revises his idea again - 

"Consciousness connotes a kind of external relation, and does not 
denote a special stuff or way of being, fffan of our, 

.are,, 
in invqted to crab 

»(TfH 
these relations thomaolvos being experiences - 

■la a discussion of habit, James states that the laws of nature are 

nothing mora or less than the iraautable habits which particles of 

matter exhibit in their actions and reactions toward each other, these 

habits in elementary particles arc not subject to variation, but in 

organic systems, which are compounds of elementary particles, habits 

are due to the compound structure of the organism and are mutable, or 

plastic, nervous tissue possesses m exceptional degree of this 

plasticity. 0 then, "ftta.jattft.Jfl 

■tht^aitlcLty^Oh^organlc...mateMil.fL.o£^hAcjbLAalr3MlmAre. 

composed,." (4) Tnis, says Jamas, is not s chapter in psychology or. 

physiology# but a chapter in physics, 

Mechanical though habit is, it is a useful instrument for conscious- 
. 

heso, for it reduces the constant attention that must bo given to our-, 

actions. Habits are appropriate modes of action imposed upon the- 

a) m&' p- lGk* , TTJ n„ 
(2) ‘The Principles ...0f-T.£ffl^M1.0£y«I1P. 17T« 
(3) Kssaye in ladical. .Sroiglfiiffli# p, 25. 
(4 ^ ffhe Principle s„of JLsimllolSgS:.I,P. 105 
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plastic organism by gome•intelligence, Consciousness hue Interests in 

Its o-m right, which It strives to achieve by the mechanism of habits. 

•Wo talk,, it is true, when we are darwinlislng* as if the mere body 
that owns tho brain had interests*.,.and we treat...survival as if 
it were an absolute end, existing as such in the physical world, a 
sort of actual snould-be. presiding over tlio animal and Judging his 
actions, quite apart from the presence of any commenting intellig¬ 
ence outside,; Wo forgot that in the absence of some such suporadded 
commenting intelligence,.., t$@ reactions cannot bo properly talked 
of as ‘useful* or ’hurtful* at all....Survival can enter into © 
purely physiological discussion only as m hypothesis jrg4s M M 
onlooker, about the future,..Every existing consciousness seems to 
itself...to be a fjabber..for ends. of which many, but for its 
presence, would not be ends at all,0 (1) i 

By this reasoning James refutes what he tarma “the automaton theory0. 

I Since consciousness Is ©"fighter for ends**, the presence of ends 

demands some explanation, fhis is furnished by an examination of atten¬ 

tion. She world about us is a big "bussing, blooming11 confusion, parts 

of which are of interest to the human organism, this interest on the 
■; 

part of the hussn organism is selective and determines' in a large 

measure its "experience". "Mv experience Is what I..agree to .attend to. 

Only those items which I notice shape my mind- without selective 

interest, experience is an utter chaos." (2) 

fh© solo chive interest, James ssys, is determined by an" ideational 

preparation" or "prepercaptlon", Shis is symbolically portrayed as a 

brain call being acted upon from two directions - by m afferent 

stimulus from m Object without, and by "other brain cells, or perhaps 

spiritual forces" from within. 

•fho-.ulanury onerav of the brain cell demands tho so-oneratlon‘.of 
j both factors; not whoa merely present, but when both present and 
| attended to, is tho objoct fully perceived." (3) 
i 
i 

Whether tho element of ’ideational preparation* arises from other brain 

U) ibM..I,P. I4x. 
(2) IMd„I,p. {102. 
(3) 441. 

S 
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cells or from spiritual forces, James says, is one of those "central 

psychologic mysteries". 

"When we reflect that the turnings of our attention form the 
nucleus of our inner self; when m see...that volition. Is? nothing 
but attentions when we believe that our autonomy itt the midst of 
nature depends on our not being pure offset, but a cause, - 

Priacipium quoddaia quod fati foodera rumpat, 
Bx infinite m causam causa csquitur- 

m mat admit that the question whether attention involve such a 
principle of spiritual activity or not is metaphysical as well m 
psychological, and ia well worthy of all the pains wo can bestow 
upon its solution. It Is in fact tho pivotal question of meta¬ 
physics, the very hinge on which our picture of the world ahull 
swing from materialism, fatalism, monism, towards spiritualism, 
freedom, pluralism, - or else the other ray." (1) 

fhis brings'Us to tho threshold of James1 philosophy of religion,but 

there are several other elements of his thought which should bo consid¬ 

ered before entering upon that phase of tho problem. 

James delineates two hind of knowledge: knowledge by acquaintance 

and kaovledgs-about. (2) fhe former ia ♦pure experience*, sensation® of 

color, of space, or of time. For this area of knowledge he dovolopea .a 

method which he calls Radical atrolriciam. fhis method ia suamarisod ia 

tho preface to The Meaning of 'Truth as consisting of throe parts: a 

postulate, a statement of fact and a generalised conclusion, fho 

postulate is that subjects debatable among philosophers should bo limit¬ 

ed to such things aa are "definable in toms drawn from experience". 

fhia does not preclude there being things which are imezqrsrioncable, 

but thoy cannot bo subjects of debate. She statement of fact is that • 

"the relations between things, sonjimctivo as veil as disjunctive are 

just as much matters of direct particular experience, neither mors nor 
[ 

logs so, than the things themselves* • Concept® are just as immediately 

experienced as percepts. Both rationalism and realism are the results-' 

U) ^Tf. 
(2) IbM..I,P* 221. 



of a&oplacod emphasis. Ths generalised conclusion, James says, la that 

11 therefore the parts of' experience hold together from next to next by 

relations that are themselves part© of experience.*1 (1) Immediately 

experienced nature shoog itself to have a structure which is concatenat- 

od or continuous. 

She second kind of knowledge, feowledgo-about, consists in ju&gasnte 

3r constructs projected by belief or hypothesis having reasons; ouch 

[Judgments are to he consistent with other judgments and verifiable in 

terse of experience, this Mad of knowledge Janes described as consist** 

Ing of ‘flights and pereho*. tensions develop in the neutral field of 

sonsoicaeness, or of pure experience, which force the organism to carry 

itself into a stable situation or condition, the transitional phage is 

lihin&in^nd the tenatively stable cor4itiona at cither and of the trans¬ 

ition are the perchls3gs.(2) She method for this realm of knowledge is 

rhat James colled ibsagoatteia. 3!ha germinal Idea for this method James 

received from Charles S* JPoirce* specifically from the latter*8 article 

published in the f opdlar Science Monthly in 1870 entitled,"Stow to Mai® 

tnr Ideas Oloar." Therein l>eirce wrote* 

r*It appears then, that the rale for attaining.... clearness of 
apprehension ia as follows* Consider what effects, which might con¬ 
ceivably have practical bearings, we conceive the object - 
of our conception to have. Shea, our conception of these offsets 
is the whole of our conception of the object.11 (3) 

femes* version is? 

“Users can be no difference anywhere that doastiH make a difference 
elsewhere - no difference in abstract truth that doe an* t express 
itself in concrete fact end in conduct consequent upon that* fact, 
imposed upon somebody, somehow, somewhere, end somowhon." (4) 

She moaning of a concept is the future consequences which it has in 

(1) fhg,,.tegpiug...Qf ..ffrufth. p. 3£ii»xiii. 
(2) IlbiJkdjmipllljl.P01gI£.chplo^.Iie. 2H3. 
(3) Aknowl edged by dames in lecture at Univeristy of Gal Ifomla. Philo- 

-Spshlgal j^tegottons ,end .Practical Hesuits. Iggs. 
(4) Proamatiom. p. 50 f. 
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experience. Besides being a theory of knowledge, Prafjrettism was for 

James also a theory of truth. An hypothesis, or a judgment of any sort 

is simply a ** truth clnlraP, 9ndh arc verified if when acted upon our 

experience yields the desirable consequences, These consequences rasy be 

perceptible,' non-percoptiblo, or purely intellectual; what is Important 

is that they should hare” cash-value*’, that is to say, they oust be sign¬ 

ificant to the context which gave rise to them, 

Professor *8 .B .Perry suggests that there Is n third Mad of knowledge 

which is implicit In James. Shis he calls knowledge by faith* It oe&* 

gists of beliefs which cannot be verified in the immediately given 

elements of experience, bat which are useful and justifiable on moral 

grounds.(1) fhe method for this area of knowledge Ferry calls fidoisa. 

It was sot forth in the essay, ”fhe will to Believe”, which James later 

restated as ”fhs Right To Believe”. James himself did not consider it a 

distinct method, but rather a variation of the pragmatic method as 

applied to moral and religious experience. 

One further aspect of Jones* thought concerns our problem and 

invites crnr attention, namely, Ms psychological description of tho 

empirical self, In the Chapter on ”fh© Stream of thought” in the 

principles. James equates consciousness to the stream of thought. Though! 

occurs ”within a personal consciousness” and is a part of it. Within 

such n consciousness thought is at one© changing and continuous . It 

appears to bo about independent objects, and chooses upon which among 

these objects it will bestow its interest end attention.(S) This 

selective emphasis determines ultimately the character of the ’personal 

consciousness* within which the thought moves. 

(1) B.B.Porry, In the Soirlt of Fra James. p. 72. 
(2) The Frinclulea of Fsvchology.^u. 225. ' 
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"i- man* a empirical thought depends upon the things lie lino 
©jgp@rA0ttOQ&, feat what thes© shall ha Is to a large extent 
dotcrrnined by his habit® a? attention." (1) 

thought in its on-flooing character Is'apparently not- itself the choose?, 

hut the personal consciousness, the Inner self of the man whoso stream 

of th-'-upht it is, thought is instrumental ©ace the decisive choices is 

made, hut thought hy itself would ho in the position of Buridsn*e mn. 

"She problem with,man is lass what act he shall now choose to 
do, than what being ha shall now resolve to bocom©.” (2) 

fa are throw® baefc then, upon the fast that “the turning® of oar 

attention* originate in the "nucleus of our inner self'1, which la and 

remains a psychologic mystery. 

James 

fall hi a, not only his body and psychic powers." hut his olothiai 

house, relatives, friend®, ©wrything that io ‘his*, fhis self consists 

of several parts or phase®, which group themselves into two classes; 

file material and the social Self} the spiritual Self and the pure %o.fr) 

She material Self is a parson1® body, clothing, property, and immediate 

family. She social Self is "...the recognition which ho (a loan) gets 

from Ms mates,*1 and include a fame and honor, or ignominy and dishonor* 

So ranch, the first daea of part® of a self, may bo called the 

empirical self, She spiritual self is not so easily delineated. James 

calls it "the fooling of (a) central active self9, and depends upon 

introspection for a description of it. 

IS.,.X am aware of a constant play of furtherances sad hind^rancae 
1® cy thinking .,.. .She mutual Ineonaistanoiec and agreements, 
reinforcements and obstructions, which obtain amongst those 
objective matter®, reverberate backwards and produce what seem 
to be incessant reactions of ay spontaneity upon them, welcoming 
or opposing, appropriating or disowning, striving with or 

(D ass 
(8) Pnd.,jo. 2gg ; 

(3) 291-292. 
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against, seying gras end no, ‘Ms palpitating inward life ia, in 
ti», ti*.at central nucleus. *tt Cl) 

But, ha goes on to osy, when ho loaves off such generaligations and 

spirited element s,t .ail.1’ (2) 

“In © sense,then, it my ho truly oni& that, in one person at least 
the.-lSeif o_f..o?av.<^l^.Khti>.,srj:rafiUly .e^aiaSaj^-lAJCaMOfitJ^alfli 
ar,inly of the collection of those •peculiar notions in the head. ...or 

jsJBKBBaJ&SasiSLaa&JgteLll^ 
fooling of spiritual activity...in gorily a feeling of bodily 
nativities. whose gaaot nature is '% meat non overldoted^HjM 

Farther than this Jamas feels ho cannot ®o dearly* But he does leave 

the door open, and, so is well known, was seriously interested in 

psychical research. James, the scientist, however, so far as I know* 

never got beyond ‘peculiar motions-between the head aid throat*5 

Still, ia discussing the onions which the constituent parts of the 

Self arouse* he seye that) 

“Onder the head of spiritual eelfl-seoklna; ought to he Included 
©very impulse towards psychic progress, whether intellectual, 
moral or spiritual ia the narrow sons© of the tcxm.'' 

He goes on . to say that amah that io called spiritual aolf-aaoMng is 

only & masted bodily and socd.nl self-peeking beyond the grave, 'And that) 

“It 'is only the search of the redeemed inward nature, the spot* 
lesenoss from sin, whether hero or hereafter, that can count as 
spiritual self-socking pure and unslofilod." (4) 

Jams® provides tho following chart which is of interest) 

«'fho e-spirical life of Self is divided, as below, into 
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, . MASERIM.  soaiii* spisi 
Bodily appetites Desire to please,be Intellectual, Moral 

SEW- and Instincts noticed, admlfed,. and *ex -loua Aeplra- 
Lovo of adornpsnt etc. Sociability, tion, >: aciautious- 

S:1SKI1IS 1 oppsry,Aequia5.ti vo isolation, Snvy, bow no 03. 
nsec, Constructive- Pursuit of Honor, 
»9S8# fcotf® of low, AaMtion, etc. 
etc. 
Parson*'! Vanity 

3SW* Modesty, otc. 
Prido of health, 

Sstiraation Pear of Poverty. 

Social and Taraily Sens© of Moral or 
.Pride,Vainglory, , Mental Superiority, 
Snobbery, Huiailiat?® Purity, otc. Sanaa of 
Shams, otc. Inferiority or of 

In this connection, James attics the concept of a Seal as another 

Had of substance, ‘She only positive meaning the tors can have do, "th@ 

Maeamfy of of thought. Its usual miming has its origin, 

Jams a ssye, quoting Dr, Hodgson, la - 

r! Whatever yon are totally ignorant of, assert to bo -the 
explanation of everything else,” (2) 

Our individuality is likely «an average statistical resultant11 of Batura, 

its conditions being shot they aref it is not an elementary and 

inscrutable fact, or force, 

"My final conclusion...about the aubstantiel Soul la that it 
explains nothin*? and guarentees nothing. Its successive 
thoughts are the;, only Intelligible things about it,..# (3) 

tlMioe has not clearly answered the. question as to what the nucleus of 

the inner self ia, whet it is that deiGrtalnog the ai^iif leant and 

characterful choieo9 of man. There is continuity and- change or novelty 

in thought, but vhat Makes the duuig© or novelty good or evil io not 

explained. 

(A| 
(2) JMsk.I.P. 3^7. 
(3) 350. 
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II. John Dewey1 a Instrumentalism 

In th© year IB59 Charles Darwin published hie Origin of Species.In 

the same year John Dewey mat and solved hie first problems In life- 

how to breathe and tote nourishment successfully* fhese two events are 

not unrelated In Dewey's thought. As an application of the Darwinian 

hypothesis a new psychology was developed, The basis of this psychology 

was - the relation and interaction of the. human organism and its environ- 

mantas an account of what we call thinking and of mental processes 

generally. Upon this psychology Dewey erects his system. Through it ho 

sees nature not in fired, immutable patterns, but as a dynamic, moving, 

progressive equilibrium, 

The biological functions and structure of any organism are, for 

Dewey, the necessary, end in some sense the sufficient condition of 

inquiry. Indeed there is a prototype of the genesis of Inquiry in the 

disequilibrium of certain inorganic dhoaleal elements, (1) Oxygen dis¬ 

turbs the inner equilibrium of iron. She solution of the unstable con¬ 

dition is found in the combination of the elements into iron oxide. In 

Organic life the situation Is basically the same 5 however, the organisa¬ 

tion is acre complex and the problems involved in maintaining the bio¬ 

logical functions of th® organism arc proportionately conplex. Tha mm 

complex the organism the more complex and diverse a re its problems, fhe 

reason for this lies la the fact that an- organism is a certain organisa¬ 

tion of elements or process of activity, and an environment which, is 

|its sufficient condition. It.is an organism not only because of its 

jiorihr organisation, but because it is organ!sad, integrated to its 

(I) Experience and Mature, pp. 252-256 
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environment* Without the latter the former would be impossible,' for cm 

organism is a living process involved the transformation and output of 

energy. l?he procecn is carried on under the limitation Of a physical 

economy which demands that if energy is expended it must he replenished* 

2h® organism does not create energy by its processes, but transform® the 

energy it receives from sources outside itself, from it® environasnt.Sbe 

living process also involves the expenditure of energy. It must replen¬ 

ish thl* energy if it is to continue to ©spend It, Stole can toe done 

only if the organism is successful through lie life processes in matotcg 

•return drafts* upon its environment* An organism must be able to 

acquire energy from its environment or disintegrate; there is no alter¬ 

native to this need for adjustment, fh© solution of this perpetual 

problem does, howevar, have alternatives* fixe vm energy of the environ- 
! 

meat is not always hospitable to an organism, fhs organism can then 

either reorganise itself 30 that it cm utilise that energy, or it can 

act upon it© environment so as to corvort the raw energy into a usable 

form, T&B former is essentially the'basis of the Darwinian hypothesis, 

and the latter is more distinctly Dewey* 0 version of the matter, and 

reflects an Hegelian strain in his thought. Apparently, the energy of 

the environment is itself unstable, thy this is so is a metaphysical' 

question and does not concern us at the moment* It ia an observable 

fact that the raw energy of the physical universe is In a constant 

state of flux* And upon this ebbing and flooding tide of power the 

orgs&ism mat preserve its delicate balance. Hence there ia a constant 

reconstruction of life-processes, the emergence of now form®, Mf@ is 

an obligato to the'cadence of eeaseless cosmic change. 

! 
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She important fact? Is that life Is not something outside of and 

distinct from environment, hut is a process within nature and an 

Integral part of It. the difference between the animate and the inanim¬ 

ate is not that there is any quantitative difference between them, but 

rather that the respective processes have different consequences. (1) 

Obviously there is a natural world which exists outside of and 

independently of the organism, iliis world is, however, environment for 

the organism only in so far as it enters mediately or immediately into lijs 

Life functions.(2) Adaptation by inner change of the organism is 

actually expanding, enlarging and diversifying its environment. Hence 

the emergence of new biological forms. Sedentary organisms change their 

3 true tore so as to be able to move end thus enable them greatly to 

change their environment, seeking that which is hospitable actively. 

Hi^ier organisms must adapt themselves and readapt themselves 

Rapidly, ffaey develop, therefore, habitual modes of behavior, which are 

e. kind of short-hand of the life functions of the organism * Shis pre¬ 

figures the ability to loam. ^Habits are the basis of organic learning.” 
, <3> 

^hough habits are in a sense behavior fixations, it must not be suppos- 

d that they are inflexible, they are simply directions which the 

rganism gives to its future actions. 

In certain higher organisms, preSminently the human organism, habits 

ijak© on an additional Characteristic of memory or recollection, whereby 

consequences of behavior patterns are foreseen or inferred, rtThc living 

ejreature undergoes, suffers, the consequences of its own behavior.fhis 

CjtosG connection between doing and suffering or undergoing force what 

we ...may .call experience.” (4) thereupon Judgment comes into play. 
(tO Ihcoerionoe and feature, pp. 252-256 
(2)l»ogic. She Theory of Inquiry, p. 33 
($£&&•* p. 31. • 
(UVHeconstruction In Philosophy. p.So 

I 
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Intolllgonee ©merges as an organising factor within oxporionco.Cl) 

Out COM or ■consequences can to determined or planned, and the moans can 

to ordered and selected by uMch the predetermined consequences are to 

be attained. (2) ilia mind Or intelligence is,then, instrumental to Iranian 

behavior. 

Dowoy distinguishes throe lovois in natures the physical, the 

psyche-physical and tbs nontal, While on tho physical level activity has 

the Character of emits with certain selective reactions, there is no 

inherent biaa in fcho activity to perpetuate itself. It should be noted 

in this connection that a * thing* for Itewsy Is not a substance, hut s 

kind of activity, !‘lhrery existence is an events i( Objects are events with 

meanings. **(3) The activity which wo designate as organic life,however, 

teas tho distinctive Characteristic of maintaining and perpetuating 

itself. (4) The moment it ceases to exhibit this special characteristic 

It ceases to be m organism, as such* To bo at all, it must overcome 

the inertia of Its inorganic constituents, Thus it seems that life is 

also an affair of chemical balance. In the aboenco Of the supernatural 

orL transcendental, life must have emerged in certain fortuitous, 

hospitable compounds of Inorganic element®. And when wo have sufficient 

’understanding of the operations of the inorganic elements • ire ought tb- 
1 ^ 

bs able to reproduce and demonstrate this emergence. In any event, tho , 

organic Is not possessed of soma additional substance or n animal 

spirit#1
1 nor does it abrogate tho ehemice-lnorganie -activity. 

! Goa joined with this characteristic of active self-maintenance is a 
I *■"■% * 
(new relation to other ©vents end activities in the environment which 

j   ■ 
(i) IMi.. p. 91 
(*) .feOglc. Xna .(!lij.oorv.roi.^.Xsffiilry, p* 35• 
(3) gg-Kcrienco. and Saturn. pp, fl, 31S. i 
W MM PJ*. 2^-2551 «f. aloe p. 8J2 i 

i 
i 



car* b® characterised as "nsed-de^md-satisfaction1'. In other words the 

existence of on organism is problematic and contingent upon an organism* 

owrirocasat interaction and integration. Dewey defines this state of 

affairs wry carefully in order to avoid misconstruction, aligning him¬ 

self neither with traditional materialism, nor with traditional idealism, 

MBy need is o»ent a condition of tonsisaal distribution of energies 
such that the body is in a condition of uneasy or unstable equilib¬ 
rium. By demand or effort is msaat tha fact that this state is 
manifested in movements which modify environing bodies in ways 
which react upon the body, so that its characteristic pattern of 
active equilibrium is restored. By satisfaction is meant this 
recovery of o<jailibriusi pattern, conmqmnt upon the changes of 
environment dm to interactions with the active demands of the 

• organism.n CD 

Also it should bo points;! out that the purts of an organism net so as 

to both maintain themselves and the whole, by selective biases,1*,.Shis 

pervasive operative presence of the whole in tbs part and of the port in 

the whole constitutes susceptibility - the capacity for feeling-. .** 

'l&teroupen responses, become something sore then selective biases, acquiring 

She adtod characteristic of being * discriminatory1*. fids power of. &la« 

crimination is what Dewey neons by • sensitivity*. Plflhm with organisa¬ 

tion, bias becomes interest, and satisfaction a good or value and not a 

:aeya satiation of wants or repletion of deficiencies.” (S) 

Bp to this point we can follow the development of the "psycho- 

physicaL” or the organism. It is uadorntandhhle that an energy or a 

chorales! deficiency would got up a "condition of tensions! distribution 

of (energies*. But this cannot account for the ability in the organism 

jto rise from selective bias to discrimination. Discrimination presupposes 

&n ability to choose consistently, to judge, as it were. $here must be 

aomo basis for such judgment, exterior to th© mechanics of the organism, 
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otm the choosing would, either 1)0 random chance or a simple continuation 

of chcmico-phy si cal laws. In either case there would he no real choosing. 

Dewey insists that the fundamontappostulato" in describing nature 

is continuity.(1) I think, however, that Dewey must admit that interest 

and good or value in satisfaction are novelties, and are not derived in 

the continuity of nature, then dealing with human intelligence, Dewey 

does accept the idea of novelty in nature- 

“As a matter of fact, 'the pragmatic theory of intelligence means that 
the function of the mind is to project new and more complex ends- to 
free experience from routine and caprice. Wot the use of tho\ight to 
accomplish purposes already given either in the mechanism of the 
body or In the existent state of society, hut the us© of intelligence 
to literate and liberalise action Is the pragmatic lesson,” (2) 

“ Pragmatic Intelligence is a- creative intelligence, not a routine 
mechanic,n (3) 

1'he presence of a prior intelligence, though not necessarily a 

supernatural intelligence, would explain the emergence of novelties in 

the simplest organisms, hut can such an Intelligence he shown to he a 

derivative of the continuum of nature? lather, some sort of Intelligence 

must he in the continuum of nature. It is not impossible that such an 

' intelligence th© continuum. Is nihllo. nihil fit. Without a-prior or 

Inherent intelligence in it, nature could hardly poll itself up from 
' 

selective biases to discriminative choice hy its hoot straps. In mm 

moods this is what Dewey seems to say - 

“All life operates through a mechanism, and the higher the form of 
life the mors complex, sure and flexible the mechanism Never¬ 
theless the difference between the artist and the technician is 
umistakaBp.'-flie artist is a masterful to clinician, fha technique is 
fused with thought and feeling,” (4) 

Accepting the presence of the capacity for feeling in a living 

(1) telS. the fheory^of Xngulry.TO.aU.35: Mms. ■iB&ffiasteasM IsSgi£* 
, , T>* 8?* 
(2) SreatimJntcmgonce. p. 63. 

(^) Ssaas J&iK® jml p. 7i. 
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organism as observable fact, we can go on to observe that as the organic 

forms become more convex distance receptors are developed, the organism 

can, then, anticipate and react to the net-present, and in the course of 

farther development, to the future. Eventually, nature rises to the 

third level, the mental. 

"As life is a clmractor of events in a peculiar condition of organ¬ 
isation, and*feeling* is a quality of life-forms marked by 
complexly mobile and discriminating responses, so ’'mind51 is an 
added property .assumed by a feeling creature, when it roaches that 
organised Interaction with other living creatures which is language 
communication. fhen the qualities of feeling become significant of 
objective differences In external things and of episodes past and 
to com©, this state of things in which qualitatively different 
feelings- are not just had,but arc significant of objective differ¬ 
ences, is mind, feelings are no longer just felt, Shey have and 
they make sensei record and prophesy." £1) 

thus wo encompass the three known levels of nature descriptively, 

the physical - a type of events which characterise' inorganic chemical 

oonbtituonts of what wo call matter, the psycho-physical - which denotes 

those additional properties exhibited by physical events in a living 

organism, and the mental - the stage where still otter properties are 

acquired by the organism. Dowoy states emphatically that he only 

describes this pattern in nature end does not in any way attempt to 
ii 

explain It. fo do so would be to eeasallt the common fallacy-of both' 

’Mechanical* and teleological1 metaphysics. 

At. any level of nature the pattern"'characterising the behavior of 

m organ!m in essentially the same. A disequilibrium dovelopes. She 

organism moves in search and exploration for means of restoring its 

equilibrium, fhe fulfilment of the needed equilibrium is accompanied by 

a feeling of satisfaction. In the case of human beings, since man’s 

feelings have an objective reference the meaning and significance of 

(1) ffxperlonce and Mature, p, 25s. 



which csa ho symbolised, ho can. investigate the possible and probable 

effects of his actions without inmodiatoly carrying out those actions, 

fhls ia due to the fact that when animal activities are transformed in¬ 

to significant and meaningful behavior, they acquire the additional 

quality of being logical when formulated, then activities become moan* 

ingfol, they are more than mere occurences. They have connotation end 

denotation, fhey connote something beyond themselves; they have implic¬ 

ations and are the basis of inferences. At the same time they are 

denotative, and mast finally find their expression in concrete effects. 

Man need not commit himself to any of the activities which he mentally 

rehoars0S. If he infers that activity is likely to fail to restore his 

ocjaillbrium, then he can withhold action and reinvestigate the problem. 

Shis is what Bowey defines as inquiry. f> Inquiry la the controlled ,or 

convert ..the. J&qmtmfttt afthc original eftuatfoaJ.Mo_a unificl,t7hola.tj (1) 

By this moans human life can bo constantly enlarged and enriched. Thus 

inference pushes bade the unknown, forces things to yield up new end 

additional proportion. “Inference reaches out, fills in the gaps.®1 Its 

fruits are increments of knowledge and richer meaning. 

But thinking by inference is by no means nn arm-chair affair. It 

is only the middle phase of fruitful human conduct. First the indeter¬ 

minate, problematic situation which is directly experienced, fhsn follows 

the exploratory or thinking phase. Where there is no problem, there is 

no thinking, no probing or exploring, no pushing back of the frontiers 

of the unknown, St in based solely upon a .particular, problematic 

V1) Angle. Inquiry, pp. loH-log 
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situation. Reflective th3.a3d.ng brings ua secondary objects of experience, 

ideas* plans of action, hypotheses. $0 far nothing significant has boon 

gained. Much may have boon proposed, but nothing has been achieved, 

According to Dewey the traditional philosophies, both rationalistic and 

idealistic, .as well m traditional religions, went only this far, ®ie 

'nest step, which they did not take, is the important and decisive' 

factor,.namely, the secondary objects of experience, the hypotheses end 

inferences must bo brought back into gear with the primary objects of 

experience, the original indeiOHaimta and problematic situation, 

thinking is not oigaifieant or enriching unless it can resolve an 

lade terminate situation Into a determinate one, An idea Is of no value, 

it adds nothing, unless the action it proposes is successful, satisfying 

in notion, fhlnking is known by its fruits. 

^Reason is esperimontal intelligence, conceived after the pattern of; 
science, end used in the creation of social arts; it has something 
to do,,,It projects a bettor future and assists ®sn in its realisa- 
tion, And its operation is always subject to test in experience, 
the plans which are formed, the principles which man projects as 
guides of reconstructive action, are not dogmas, fhey are hypo¬ 
theses to be worked out is practice, ;and to be rejected, corrected 
or expanded as they fail or succeed in giving our present exper¬ 
ience the guidance it requires,,,..Intelligence is not something 

'•I possessed once for all, it is in constant process of forming, and 
its retention requires constant alertness In observing conseq¬ 
uences, an open minded will to learn and courage in readjustment.” 

(1) 
While' Dewey does not specifically mention it as such, apparently he 

recognises a fourth level in nature, which may bo called the psycho¬ 

social in contradistinction to the psycho-physical. She envirossant in 

which human activity is performed, particularly that peculiarly human 

activity called thinking, is not wholly physics!, but consists also In 

a cultural matrix as well. She relationships of human beings to on©1 

(l) Reconstruction in ghiloaophy. pp. 96-97. 
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another raise many intricate and troublesome problems, which demand 

inquiry, the enrichment of human life is achieved more especially In 

their solutions, than in the satisfactions attending the solutions of 

mere biological problems. It is important to notice, too, that human 

activity is set in an environment that is not only immediately social, 

but is culturally communicated from one individual and one generation t© 

another. 

8 the conceptions that are socially currant and important become Idle 
child* s principles of interpretation and estimation long before he 
attains to personal and deliberate control of conduct, things come 
to him in language not in physical nakedness, end this garb of 
communication makes him a sharer in the beliefs of those about him. 
these beliefs coming to him as so many facts form his mind: they 
furnish the centers about which his personal expeditions and 
perceptions are ordered.M (1) 

Custom, traditions, institutions, religions and the purposes and beliefs 

they transmit or induce determine how a man acts as well as hi® 

organic structure and physical heredity. However, it is not to be sup** 

posed that the cultural environment is discontinuous from the physical 

environment. 

wfhe acquisition and understanding of language with proficiency is 
the arts (that are foreign to other animals than men) represent an 

’incorporation within the physical structure of human beings of the 
effects of cultural conditions, an interpretation so profound that 
resulting activities are as direct and seemingly Natural1 as are 
the first reactions of an infant. to speak, to road, to exorcise an 
art, industrial, fine or political, are instances of modifications 
wrought within the biological organism by the cultural environment.8 

(2) 

there is no need to appeal to anything a priori, such as Season 

or Intuition, to account for the differentiation between the merely 

I organic activity of other animal® and the psycho-asocial activities of 

1 human beings. The latter are only special, though highly developed, 

(I) t&a construction In p» $£ 
(s) 1*0^0, .JM&layt p. '*3. 



cases of fhe “problem of continuity, of change and the emergence of w* 

modes of activity - the problem of development at any level.” (1) $ho 

ordinal activities of aairaala assume in the team baing now preparties 

and meanings. Sating becomes a feast* a celebration, a festival* 

Acquiring food and shelter becomes agriculture, architecture, manufact¬ 

uring, finance, business. Copulation and procreation la transformed 

into a family and a home. 

Whatever refinements any ago may add to these mast be the out¬ 

growth of and continuous with the existing cultural environment provid¬ 

ed by the age immediately preceding, fhe federal Sadie Commission would 

'have been meaningless fifty years ago, for the culture of the day did 

not include the problems engendered by radio transmission and communica¬ 

tion. bouey rarely quotes, a fact which loads unusual importance to the 

following quotation which evidently epitomises his thought; 

“Share is an inalienable and ineradicable framework of conceptions 
which is not our own making, but given to us ready-made by society - 
a whole apparatus of concepts and categories, within which and by 
which individual thinking, however daring and original, is couponed 
to move.” (2) 

In the physical sciences there must be a progressive and expand¬ 

ing unity and coherence, She scientist dotorrainos his specific problem, 

proposes its possible solutions from which ho selects the most probable, 

and by experiment ascertains the exact eonsoepeneoo of the chosen 

solution. Shile such a procedure, may resolve an indeterminate situation 

into a determinate COT, it must bo submitted to the farther tost of 

consistency and coherence with the existent body of scientific knowledge 

for th® latter tost the scientist must roly largely upon the confirma¬ 

tion and criticism of a cO;rammity of fellow scientists within his   

a) silk. p.1*. 
\Z) Cornford, from Religion to Philosophy, p. 45, quoted in Logic. The 

theory o£ Inquiry p. 4gg. 
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special fiold.(l) In precisely tho seas way, the individual is confront¬ 

ed with problems, seeks and ehoosos possible solutions, which when acted 

upon have certain evident consequences, ®hose consequences mat not only 

cohere and ha consistent with the consequences of other activities of 

the individual Massif so as to produce a unified personality, hut oust 

stand the additional test of being consistent and coherent with the 

body of activities and their consequence® as performed by osiers, neces¬ 

sarily, this test is applied mainly to the individual by the society of 

which he la a member, the society of individuals within whose experience 

the nativity in question has consequences. Inasmuch as the consequences 

of eny activity become in turn a part of the environment of others at 

well aa of the performer himself, th© activity is subject to the 

approval or disapproval, tho confirmation and the correction of the 

others* that happens Is that the contest of any specific problem oolv* 

la® activity, or in fact any activity whatsoever, is enlarged BO as to 

comprehend all tho levels of nature in the past present and future, fhe 

special sciences are just activities confined to a narrow context for 

the ,ea3© of convenience, but none the leas mast fit in the larger 

!social context, which is the largest Dewey admits, Sack bit of thinking 

(X)In this eonnocti^r^woy'poiaG to a statement of O.S.Peirea la Tha 
MsMonp^gfJMlM5lMjind_Egychology. v.2, p.502t«2ho next most 
vital factor of the method of modern science is that it has boon made 
social. On tho one hand, what a scientific man recognises as a fact of 
science must be open fee anybody to observe, provided he fulfills the 
necessary conditions, external and internal, As long as only one man 
has boon able to see n marling on the planet Venus, it is not an estab¬ 
lished fact..,.On the other hand the method of modem science is social 
in respect to the solidarity of its efforts* fh@ scientific world is 
ilia a colony of insects, in that the individual strives to produce 
that which ho himself cannot hope to enjoy,* 
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mid acting, then, is a univereal! slng of human activity or an attempt 

to universalis© it. 

Wo have arrived at the threshold of ethics and religion, which we 

are to examine in some detail in a later section, There remain,however, 

on© or two details which deserve our attention, first, the ©tag® upon 

which the whole social drama. Is enacted is the physical environment. 

So thing is dons by an individual or a group except in the inescapable 

context of the interaction of physical conditions. Ho socle! event 

transpires which is not aeeoBJpaaied by its physical medium* how ever 

the •physical* may bo interpreted, There ia no exclusive or elusive* 

distinctly human factor which alone can account for social consequences. 

It follows, then, that social phenomena as such are not subjects for 

direct Inquiry. Bather, the approach must ho made through a wide, prior 

knowledge of their component physical phenomena, fox* the purposes of 

inquiry and solution, the large, complex social problems must bo 

analyzed into the simple physics! conditions in which they arise end • 

develop. (1) 

Second, unlike physical inquiry, social inquiry does not have a 

body of acientific data, conceptions end methods already prepared by 

the results of previous inquiries. Out of the whole social context, 

those data which are significant to the specific problem mast be sifted 

aaad ordered, The existential factors which enter into a social problem 

are not bruts data, but be cos© at the totals of an ordering Intelligence 

the means by which *#ad8*4a->viov* can bo obtained, 
I 

‘'It follows that ia social inquiry •facts* may bo carefully ascertain* 
ed end assembled without being understood, %hey era capable of being 

(D Msk$* SmJMssL^Oajmis. PP.^31*%2 

I 



ordered or related la the way that constitutes understanding of 
theta only when their Rearing Is seen, and •hearing* is a matter 
of connection with consequences. Social phenomena are so inter* 
woven with 0150 another that it is impossible to assign special 
consequences (sad hence hearing and significance) to any given 
body of facts unless the special consequences are of the latter 
differentially determined, fhis differential determination can 
he affected only by active or ^practical* operations conducted 
according to an idea which is a plan,*1 (1) 

hogic, gha theory of Inquiry. p,5H 
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It Is the thesis of this essay that the divergencies of James* and 

Dewey* s religions views follow from the divergencies of their philo¬ 

sophical systems. As Jams relates from a conversation with a carpenter 

friend of his - ",.there is very little difference between one man and 

another, hat what there is is very important," Otar immediate task, then, 

is to determine the agreements and divergencies of their respective 

systematic views. 

As has been mentioned, both build upon a biological psychology 

which is the outgrowth of the Darwinian evolutionary hypothesis. The 

mind, or rather consciousness, is instrumental to survival, adjustment 

to the environment, and organic integration. The hrain, for both, is 

the necessary condition of the mental processes. An incipient divergence 

appears at this point, however, for Dewey, the organism together with 

its environment is in some sense also the sufficient condition of 

mental activity, since mind and environment comprehend the whole of 

nature and since any force or agency outside of nature is excluded.(l) 

for Jamas, the physical elements alone either of the organism or its 

environment do not account for consciousness. At times James seems to 

be in complete agreement with Dewey on this point, but the problem Of 

the origin of selective bias in an organism developing by natural pro¬ 

cesses from natural antecedents bothered him. Although ho never 

developed a satisfactory explanation for himself, he felt that 

consciousness in some form must have been present in nature prior to 

(1) Mills* The. Theory..of Inquiry, p, 24, 



Its emergence. (Of* pg. 3). 

©«* earns incipient divergence appeal's in their treatment of habit, 

For Bavey habits in the higher organisms permit the higher organisms to 

remember, .and thence to infer future consequences. By its intelligence, 

then,'' an organism can judge and regulate its future experience. James , 

on tho other hand, colls such reasoning ‘darwinlalng*, and points out 

that tho operation of judging and directing present activities with 

reference to some future consequence involves a suporadded, commenting 

Intelligence, which metes tho judgment. Consciousness may use habits 

.ad remember tho ojqserioncos to which they have lead in making signific¬ 

ant judgments about future experiences, but it Is something sore than 

she ossa of the habits and experiences of the organism, fhio Is his 

earlier view and. is contained largely in his psychology, hater he 

referred to consciousness as one relationship among many possible 

relationships within the neutral field of experience. In spite of this 

chang© of view,however, James seems never to have lost entirely the 

fooling that the consciousness had its sufficient condition in some¬ 

thing other than the physical and biological* Dewey, of course, recog¬ 

nises, too, that the selective biases of the lower forms of nature be¬ 

come in the higher forma interests, end in the human organism allows 

the social and cultural conditions to become sufficient conditions of 

{ionscigusnees. But such higher interests are not reducible to selective 

biasesi they arc novelties, (Of, Pg.54) And, so far as I can see, he 

does not account for such novelties as gradual growths by natural pro¬ 

cesses out of natural antecedents. 

fhe basic similarities of Jamoa and Dewey are to bo found .more 
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particularly i» their underotandiag of the pragmatic method. With Faircsi, 

both agree that the meaning of an hypothesis is its practical, experiont - 

ial consequences, For both, thinking originates! in on unstable situation, 

caused from a change by or to its environment. It, then, projects on 

hypothesis into the situation which the organism acts upon. If the 

situation becomes stable, that is, if ths experienced consequences arc 
• IS 

practical, the hypothesis was successful. Its meaning is nothing more or 

less than the difference that it makao in tho specific situation. Both 

agree that m know when we have been able to follow through this pattern 

of inquiry and observe the consequences. A fact to be a fact must be 

©3sperieneed#be ooacoiwafelo ©a having been, someone *s orperience, or be a 

possible experience for someone. 

For Jamas the objective reference of an idea is its reference to the 

future stream of thought. Bawoy accepts this but amends it to say that 

m idea Otways includes a plan of action, la a sense, Jamas* functional 

element of a concept covers the same field, hut with on important 

difference, Bevoy means by a plan of action control over the environ¬ 

mental situation, scientific prediction and control. By the functional 

element of a concept Joans moans such control and in addition admits 

subjective,emotional states as objectively real as any other part of the 

environment.. 

this difference balks largo in their respective theories of truth* 

An idea Is verified for Dewey' when its plan of action results in the 

intended consequences, these consequences must be denotative, sensible 

consequences. In one mod Jams holds to the same principle "...event¬ 

ually all true processes must load to the face of directly verifying 
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sensible experiences somewhere, which somebody* 3 ideas have copied."(1) 

But he also gives non-perceptlble consequences equal verifying force, 

Mij idea or belief which produces useful consequences for the conscious¬ 

ness entertaining the idea or belief is to the extent of those 

consequences verified as being true, the term useful in this sense 

denotes the unification and stabilisation of personal emotional states, 

hwey rejects this as being guilty of a post hoe, ergo nrouter hoc 

fallacy, "If ideas terminal© In good consequences, but yet the goodness 

of the consequence? was no part of the intention of the idea, does the 

goodness have any verifying forcer If an Idea leads to consequences 

which are good in one respect only of fulfilling the intent of the 

idea (as when one drinks a liquid to test the idea that it is poison), 

doss the badness of the consequences in every other respect detract 

from the verifying force of these consequences?" (2) Dewey*3 answer is 

that the truth of an idea has no bearing on it© value. She intention of 

an idea may be a goal that Is valuable, or useless, but whatever its 

goal, it is true if in fact it leads to the goal. But care must be 

exercised that only the actual consequenceG of the idea be considered, 

and all others excluded. In contrast dames says, 

",. .froth is one species of good, and not, as it is usually supposed 
a category distinct fro© good, and coordinate with it, fhe true is 
the name of whatever proves itself to be good in a way of belief, 
and good, too, for definite assignable reasons.,.*If there be any 
life that it is really better we should lead, and if there be any 
Idea which if believed in, would help us to lead that life, then 
it would be really better for ns to believe in that idea, unless, 
indeed, belief in it incidentally clashed with other beliefs,"(3) 

j 11 Her (Pragmatism* s) only test of probable truth is what works best 
; in the way of leading us, what fits every part of life beet and 

combines with the collectivity of experience*© demands, nothing 
being omitted."(4) 

'(1) Praaaatiem.' p. 215.   ~ 
(2) PP- 319*320, 
(3) £eS25S$&§3t PP.75*7o. ! 
(4) ibid., p. so. 
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In point of fact, as Dewoy himself indicates (1), an idea to tie true for 

dames mast moot two tests, an objective test - of leading to the end 

which it intends, and a personal test «* of loading to an and which is 

satisfying to the whole person. "fbat now idea Is truest which performs 

most felicitously its function of satisfying our double urgency."(g) Or 

again, in contrast to the impersonal, objective, ♦scientific* point of 

view,James says, ‘'She most potential of our premises is never mentioned.' 
(3 

It is the constant promise and goal of all ideas intended to produce 

activities having survival or adjustment values, which for Dewey as well 

as for James are the only significant ideas and activities, for it is 

only in indeterminate situations that thinking arises at all, and 

obviously the goal of thinking is adjustment and survival for the 

organism, fhinking begins with the question, consciously or unconscious** 

ly expressed, *W111 this idea or proposed plan of action solve thi® 

problem, terminate in a tenable situation for me?1 She consideration of 

personal welfare is an ineluctable element of ©very thinking situation* 

As we shall see, Dewey would in some moods carefully eliminate the 

personal element from rigorous inquiry. Ultimately the difference seems 

to lie in different interpretations of the good. James uses the term in 

,15 
a moral sensei he is concerned with the *, .life that itAreally better 

> \\ 

m should lead.," While Dewey uses *good* in terms of adjustment and 

integration,particularly in the context of the social, 

further discussion of this point involves us in the theory of 

value which is to receive particular attention under the topic of 
I 
religion. Suffice it to say for the present that one actually do©sn*t 

drink a liquid to determine if it is poison, especially if he is 

Cl) Saaaya in Experimental DoalC. p. 
{2) pragmatism, p, m. I 
(35 fti&- I 



interested in survival. Mature has a way of quickly eliminating that 

kind of thinking and activity, fflm real question Is not- Is this 

liquid poison?* hut « Is it safe fgr jsgi to consume this liquid? Accord¬ 

ing to i3oirc#»s dictum* If no one le to consume the liquid* tho-fact 

that It Is poison or not fom no*praetio.el bearings* end hence is 

meaningless. isot©oa is a relational tax® connecting and describing the 

effect between an Objective substance and a Jarman organism, not a goal 

Of inquiry. 

fho oras of the problem is this, Dewey is supposed to have correct* 

ed^Hascs by divorcing the truth of an idea from its worth for the 

person idles* the Idea la. In ary event ho charged Jamas with & lack of 

logical rigor, because Jamas would not put asunder what nature had 

joined together, logical truth may itself bo a value, but beyond Oils, 

whoa that which is logical becomes practical* it is valuable is a mm 

and different sens©, for demos value' or worth for the thinking organ! 3m 

in a concrete situation mm tho fundamental Category. As has bora 

pointed out* ho assumed that - 
Hfho pursuance of future end© and choice of moans for their 
attainment,. .are tho mark and criterion of the presence of 
mentality.*1 (2) 

On the other hand, Dewey proposes to isolate certain functions within 

the human consciousness from each other « 

** Others (like ayeelf), who believe thoroughly in pragmatism as a 
method of orientation, a<§ defined by Mr. Jemes*..,.would apply 
the method to the determination of the meaning of objects, the 
intent and worth of ideas as Ideas* and to the human and moral 
value of beliefs, when these various problems affo carefully 
djotlnguiahed. from One another.. .**(!) 

fhia 'correlation* was made in I90S. A year later in gagging of 

Cl>Gf. m artido, Jto MgaiSlssass 
, % in jEte WMmmim, M Mm Sam* 
(2),^Jri.Mli^9s.._ofAvchoiQ.ag,xy. 0. 
(IllM&gu M PP.323-324. (Italics mine) 

M. bogey la jML^eophy, by m Savery 
P.A.Schilpp, ed«, p, 4g4. 
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growth Jamas is supposed to have rocentod one! returned to an earlier 

point of -vim, as follot?9iw!She pragmatist calls satisfactions indispens- 

able for truth building, but I have everywhere sailed them insufficient 

unless reality also incidentally he lead to* If the reality assumed mm 

cancelled from the pra@satistls universe of discourse, he would, straight¬ 

way give the name of falsehoods to the beliefs remaining, in spits of 

their e&tisfactorinoos,. .fhie is why as a pragmatist I have so dare* 

fully posited ♦reality* fob. initio, and why,.,! remain an epistemological 

realist, ** (1) nonetheless, the same year ho mo4 this very argusont to 

sstablish, rather than to refute, the objective reality of God in J| 

Pluralistic tfnivorse. She argument somewhat laor® specifioally is as 

follows* 

Ideas aye, practically useful in tho narrow goaso, false ideas 
son® times, tout moat often ideas which wo can verify by the ®m 
total of all their leadings, as&l tho reality of 'whoso objects 
may thus bo considered established beyond doubt, that those 
ideas should be true in advance of and apart from, their utility, 
©sat, in other words, their objects should really bo there, is 
the very condition of their having that hind of utility,-* tho 
objects they concoct us with are so important that the ideas 
which serve a® the objects* substitutes grow important also,K(2) 

' Another divergence which, while it is due probably to temperament,is 

none the less important, is the contrast between James* individualism 

md Dewey's later emphasis on tho'social conditions of knowledge, for 

James knowledge and values both have their locus In the individual, class 

knowledge is tho consequence of individual interest. *dmt a man comes to 

know depends upon his interests, and shore his interests Ho depends ap» 

sa his character and hie Judgment of what Is worthy of hie Interest, 

Among Ms posthumous papers are some paragraphs, intended fox* a book 

which was to hswo been entitled, **She Jinny., and the Ono:!, in which , the 

[ iSpuiilfeealngLOf j&affli. p.195. ! 
• ’ g)A Pluralistic 'Universe. pp,§07-203, | 
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following appears s' 
wBy oir^irieisra I mean the tendency which lays most stress on tlie 
part, the element, tli© individual, treats the wholo as a collection, 
end ©alls the universal abstract.* (1) 

S.B.Forxy says of him that, flB© tea fond of saying* that he’treat in for 

email nations and small things ©morally*, *3mm great Empires! 
t 

including that of the Absolute.... GMLvo me individuals and thoir spheres 

Of activity,** (2) Bin Intense feeling of individualism is reflected in 

his phrase, Warn-myself-nobody-elso”, In Memories and Studios appears* 

«1%0 memory of ......will always strengthen ay faith in personal 
freedom and its spontaneities, and maba m less unqualifiedly 
respectful than ever of * Civilisation* with its herding and brand¬ 
ing, licensing and degree-giving, authorising end appointing, and 
in general regelating and administering the lives of human beings, 
durely the individual, the person in the singular number, is the 
store fwnflemental phenomenon, and tho social institution, of 
whatever grade, Is hut secondary and ministerial,tt (3) 

Smmo was m individualist, in the sense of applying pluralism to human 

relations, hut he was not ms individualist in the sense of being an 

atomist or a monCdist, This stress on the individual seems to have aria* 

on because of his religious interests and had little or no connection 

with his epistemology. 

,c ■ jBewoy on the other hand emphasises the Importance and influence of 

the social and cultural factors upon what the Individual imowe, because 

they are in some sense the instigation of his more significant inquiries 

and are the reference frame within which his Inquiries move. 

In the last analysis dames* sad Dewey* s preoccupation with 

psychology and logic respectively probably account for the varied 

emphasoB. Psychology led dames to see the importance of the individual. 

ray says that instrumentalism is the logical version of pragmatiem.lt 

jCl)B.B.Perry, %e fhought and II, p, 3S0. 



its lo be sspoalQd then that ho should ho ©ore ksaaly aware of the 

social conneotiona* Shis does not JE»S& to sejr that either totally 

neglected the other* s point of view, and it doss not seem that tho 

owohasas arc incompatible. It does, however, account for their respect¬ 

ive euiphasos in the field of religion. 



IV 

Oats' 8k%V?.nmM si Mlilss m & Ism si Ms imtmkkm 

' In tmderioldLng a discussion of times* Philosophy of Edition, we are 

embarrassed by m overabundance of source material, Pearly everything 

that .Temee wrote contains references to and inferences on moral end 

religious subjects. Besides the number of books and articles which he 

wrote specifically on those topics. Ms methodological works are inter* 

sperced with sidelights on ethics and religions* Si© fofeamatlgm.Bad^cal 

gmoirioigm. and ©wen his ffrinciolfm of Psychology. In the latter there 

are paragraphs that seem almost to be soliloquies. In the former, h© 

seems to be anxious at times that Ms arguments should not be prejudged 

by hie sore pious hearers, who might mate hasty conclusions from them; 

at 6ther times ho ©earns eager to determine for htnaelf their consequence* 

for religion. In any event his interest in religion followed him into 

every field of his thought. 

agSaiteie&stt ' - 
“Damn the Absolute*1. dames its ©aid to have exclaimed to his friend 

and colleague, Jcstich Boyce. He shocked the audience of his public 

lectures at Oxford by saying, “let the absolute busy its absolute.'* (1) 

These and other Ilka statements serve to show dames* concern to provide 

a plo.ee Isa his metaphysics for moral and religious values. His reject* 

ion of absolutism ms not, however, a® impassioned as these passages 

lead us to believe. He would not quite close the door on the 

Absolitte. Tor the weary, sick soul the Absolute has a definite 

pragmatic spiritual value. 'The everlasting arms* ere not unattractive 

(1) quoted from Bixler, p.81. 
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fo JOT®R in some moods. In what is known to be an autobiographical not© 

**...fenr v/s.3 80 invasive and powerful, that if l had not clung to 
scripture texts 'libs *fho eternal Clod of my refuge,* etc.Coma 
unto"ms, all ye that labour and are heavy-laden,1 etc., *1 am the 
resurrection ant the life, * otc.f I think % should have grown really 
•insane.'’ (1) 

atovever, he ssomg t© have felt that Absolutism and pluralism were mutual¬ 

ly disjunctive, and that he WES called upon to take up an option on one 

or the other. In his healthy-minded1 and vigorous moods, he chose 

pluralism as being the more fruitful for morals and religion. 

While James* frontal attack on the problems of metaphysics ware mads 

from spiritual values, ho mad© a flanking approach from psychology and 
:Radical RamlrlclBia. ,!fho deeper features of reality,11 ho Trrite9,"aro 

: found only in perceptual, experience. Her© alone do m acquaint ourselves 

with continuity, or the iaoersien of one thing with another, hero alone 

with self, with substance, with ccelities, with activity in its various 

notes, with time, with cause, with Chang©, with novelty, with tendency, 

and with freedom.11 (2) In his notes on Philosophical Problems of 

dmsl facts which the pure experience hypothesis must 
recognise am, first, the continuity of experience in concretq 
(giving systems...); second, its flqcomnosnbility into objects; 
third, the indentlfiahllity of those objeot^ln different fields - 
or, in other words, the noetic function of fields relative to each 
other; and fourth, the discontinuity of the various sorts of.... 
relation on which the different systems as® based.*1 (3) 

tlio streem of oonslousmoas is essentially a continuity. It flows through 

the organism* s perceptual experience. By forming concepts we gain mm 

:at0?;lodge of its particulars. By this operation knowledge become 

!fadditive**, Janos calls this nnoetic pluralism*, which is a way of 
.<   ....... ......... . .   ...   .    

, James writes 

an article which he apparently never finished, he wrote: 
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' concatenated knowing, going from next to noxt." (X) the formation of 

soncopts indicates the decomposability of tho field of the continuum of 

3xperience into discrete objects. Concepts are * selected* out of th© 

sontinuum and yet are a part of it, for experience comprehends both the 

neutral continuum and the differentiated concepts. 

"...We humanly make an addition to some sensible reality, and that 
reality tolerates the addition. All the additions 1agree* with the 
reality} they fit it, while they build it out..*In our cognitive as 
well as in our active life we are creative, fe add, both to the 
subject and to the predicate part of reality, fhe world stands 
rea'dy/, waiting to receive its final touches at our hands.” (2) 

this is possible because the mind has that about it which permits 

volitional attention, which,as we have seen (Of. p.ll), is for James 

'the pivotal question of metaphysics,'1 

fo the degree to which he is aware of the principle of his select* 

Lon the thinker will be able to embody a more inclusive and adequate 

synthesis of the multiple differentia which he has conceived from and in 

the neutral continuum. She real world comprehends the continuity of our 

pur© experience and the discontinuity which our selective attention 

Injects into that experience. fo be living means to strive for and in 

some measure achieve the higher syntheses. In some sense the real, the 

true and the seatful are the sen©. 

"Where is something in life, as one feels its presence, that seems 
to defy all the possible resources of phraseology.,,." (3) 

And metaphysics is thrown back upon the ineffable. 

fo return to the "pivotal question of metaphysics". In the pure 

experience of radical empiricism, "fhe existence of.,..effort as a 

phenomenal fact in our consciousness cannot, of course, be doubted or 

(1) Some Problems of Philosophy, p. 129. 
(2) Fragmati.am. pp. Sf>2,257* 
(3) Feisty, Op. C£|., II, p. 32S. 



denied.” (1) And again* in another connection, BWo feol as If w© could 

males It rosily more or lea®* and as if our free action in this respit'd 

were & genuine critical point in nature.H(2) fhuo the experience of the 

existence of a free* undetermined sdlliithin eonscicuranoai is one of 

the indubitable facts of experience, ibis fact explains at once m 

Important problem In psychology*, selective attention* and the genesis 

of raoral and spiritual values. 3mm® thus removes two metaphysical 

obstacles in One woops determinism end monism. 

»G» the pragmatist side we have only one edition of tho universe* 
unfinished, growing in all sorts of places* especially in places 
whore 'thinking beings or© at work.” (3) 

ghooay S& jaliM 

She possibility of value stoma also from-the empirical fact of 

volitions!, selection, or Interested attention* A thing is valuable in 

so far as it Is consciously desired* -By attention wo eliminate those 

elements of our experience which are valueless, that a person eliminates 
r 

or retains as valuable depends upon his specific interest In a specific 

situation. V&luos, then, depend upon personal Interests, whith may and 

do vary fro® individual to Individual* lhat the interest of any one 

pesWi will be depends upon his habits and previous experience* or in 

other words upon the character of his whole concrete nature* But 

bolides being personal, values are individual. While demos did not over¬ 

look the social environment of the individual, he saw that the individ¬ 

ual was the basic locus of value, Sadi individual la to M sook inces¬ 

santly, with fear end trembling* so to vote and act as to bring the 

very largest total universe of good which we can aea,w But ouch a total 

can be nothing mors than the sum of the values achieved by individuals. 

(l)m^^inQi7to-O.OiBJLQholPgg. II.P.555. ' 
{g) Talks To Teachera. p.l^l. ; 
(‘Skragrastiss. p, 259, j 

i 
J 

( 
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Individuals seek by attention and interest the unification of the 

personal self, fhiie a^eoiaont and storing of those values which produce 

such unification are tto basis of society, the individual who achieves 

new and higher values and syntheses in disagreement with his fellows and . 

at his own risk Is tto "qole means of social progress.--As-we--have-seen, 

snity and synthesis are not found ready-made in our experience, hut are 

the fruits Of our effort, sad as we shall ace, of our faith, far from 

seeing precious values in social mediocrity, tfaraas asserts; *1 have 

^reached mg^£|^fe,o£J^JLndlvitoal....t<l_inftQl^,.his toesonal.,faith.M 

&» o,^n riafe.** (1) ■ 

IMss 
®thlcs, says Jaaee, Is tto plane "where choice reigns notoriously 

iroprame.* 

"fo sustain tto arguments for the good course and keep them ever 
before us, to stifle our longing for more flowery ways, to keep the 
foot unflinching on the arduous path, these are Characteristic ethic* 
ad energies. But sore than theses for these hut deal with tto mans 
of encompassing interests already felt by men to he supreme, fto 
ethical energy tjay axoaliqnca has to go farther and Choose which 
ihfeftre.fi out of several, equally coercive, shall reign supreme.*(2) 

i... 

tot if we let the situation stand at this point, the ethical energy a&r 

excellence seems to he in check between two or more ‘equally coercive1 

interests, dames seems to feel, in one mood, that personal desires will 

activate the volitional selection which will solve this impasse. 

8$hs heat, on tto whole, of these marks (for distinguishing what is 
good) and measures Of goodness seems to he tto capacity to bring 
happiness. But in order not to break down fatally this test must he 
taken to cover innumerable acts and isqralses that never «&4& &t 
happiness} so that, after all, in seeking for a universal principle* 
that the essence of good is a imply to satisfy demand.* (3) 

But, if .any of a number of equally coercive interests can satisfy  

il) Will ffo Believe. Prefaco, p. xi. 
2) ffto Principles of JgsyoholQjgy. I, pp.287*288. 

1.3) jto^ili foJBftli^. p. 201, 

I 
s 1 
i 
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demand, they are ©anally good* sad there la no true ethical 

situation. SUowher®, James* drawing on pluralism, delineates what, for 

him* wag a more satisfactory ethical situation. feds Is ** 

moral postulate about. the Universe, th© postulato that what ough^ 
to bo eon *oo, and that bad acta careot bo feted, bat that good ones 
mast bo possible in their place,8 (1) 

"If this life be not a real fight, in which come thing is eternally to 
bo gained for the universe by success, it is no bettor thou a gams of 
private theatricals*. .Bui it feels like a reel fi$it, ~aa if there 
wore something really wild in the universe which so, with all our 
idealities and faithfulnesses, are needed to reform, Por such, a half* 
wild, hslfeeaved universe our mttiro Is adapted, "(a) 

Good* then, is'not that which satisfies a'demand indifferently, but that 

which satisfies a certain kind, of demand* Shore is something really wild 

In the universe, something evil, subversive and destructive to human 

values and syntheses, fha moral postulate which will determine our 

ethical choices, then, is that the purposive will seeks to gain not more 

happiness and satisfaction, but to redeem the hslfegavcd universe by 

conquering and defeating the wild half, 

■ Jusaoji saw that such a moral postulate required a frame or point of 

reference. If this life i« a real fight, how aboil wo know when we are 

dictating our ©scrglot on the right side of the battle? "InCrs*.thei0tio 

conceptions, mtoriclimao and agnosticisms, ore irrational, because they 

are inadequate stimuli! to tea’s practical nature,” (3) But * 

",. .feciora stands ready with the moat practically rations! elution 
it is possible to conceive, lot an energy of cur active nature to 
which it doc© not authoritatively appeal, not an ©motion of which 
it does not normally and naturally release the springs. At a single 

«:datrOte, it change© the dead blank it of the world into ft living 
thou with whom the whole man may have dealings," o*> 

} 

that mates theism rational for Jamas is that it. satisfies man1© psycho* 

(1) p3yi Brlnoinleo .of ggyohologg, II, p, 5573. 
(8) fee Will fe .believe.. p. bl. 
<3) Im*.* p. m .IbM., p. 127. 
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logical demands; theism releases ethical energies# gives direction and 

purpose to nan*9 will, penult* appropriate choice, and inspires man with 

confidence and hope. Theism is# needs ha, reasonable not in an 

Intel leotanl is tie _sense# hat practically end pragmatically. 

MUsipn 

J.S.Mvlor, in hie COOK, hpltoicw ir. yy James. 

,;5siats-oist'l>“:%te.'fe-:'a development’ can he discerned in Janos1 conception of 

led, According- to hit' ainysit# this development contained three stages. 

:tha first stags is started by the postulation of a Clod, he causa such a 

postulation# as we have just seen, mo the condition of the truly moral 

life. Clod in this sense was by no moans an Absolute Being, osisting ln 

■ denary perfect ion; but a companion, a co«fi#ter in the real struggle 
• ' I 

going on in the -universe#' so that Qod himself.. .fflay draw vital strength J 
s 

i md increase from our fidelity." (1) Clod is a kind of call or stimulus to 

activity, the source of the aspiration that lifts up and unifies Our 

individual powers. ®*Sott of Man stand on thy foot, end 1 will apeak with 

’Sheet * Is the Only revelation of trull to which tho solving epochs have 

holpcd the disciples." (2) 

• Smmu admitted "to sad sincerity'1 that religion was not demonstrable* 

'ait the faith nesoasary for the significant use of human energies 

borrow® its evidence, ini for all that, is sot less respectable than 

knowledge 'cased on evidence. 

“Sftis fooling forced oh us ire know not wheaco, that by obstinately 
hbllevtog that there are gods (although not to do so would be so 

j easy for our logic sad our life) we axe doing the univorso the deep*. 
#at service wo ea»# seems part of the living essence of the 
religious hypothesis...,When I look at the religious question as it 

:D mjmj&mm* p. &. - 
{?.) p. a*. ! 
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really pata itself to no aero to tassa, and when I think of all the 
possibilities which both practically and theoretically It involves, then 
this command that we shall put a stopper oa our heart, Instincts* and 
courage and ts^lt - acting of coarse rsoanwhilc more or lass as If 
religion wore not true - till doomsday* or till such time as our intel¬ 
lect and songs working together nay have rafcad in evidence enough,- this 
comaud* I say seems to mo the queerest idol ever manufactured in the 
philosophic mm....Since belief is measured by notion, ho who forbids 
in to believe religion to be true necessarily also forbids us to act as 
?o should if m did believe it to be true,'* (i) 

lith hie Yariotica of Tfcliaiottw £xretr lance, Jsiaso entered a second 

ifcago of hie thought, la these Clifford hectares Jamas set out 

easier# the psychology of the religions experience, end to Indicate 

the metaphysical sources of religions satisfactions, 3hc~f©rmarlis did 

'shorouihly,-. the letter rernins tens only in -suggestions, Ihere is a 

j 10 table shift, m Blsler points out, between the conceptions set forth 

and thee© 3US"^ mentioned* fho real fight is carried in 

from the outside universe, into the heart of man, and we find sick souls 

«ad healthy«'mindsd 'joule, 0od now'becomes real because his effects in 

I toman experiences are real, fhereaa Sod had been a point of reference for 

ih© release and direction of the enasgiee of mn, now He becomas a ijowsr 

operating efficaciously upon men. Clod is no longer a reasonable poefcu- 

3.ate* but a real feriair doing a reel work, which can bo observed and 

<teaey!btd, "God comforts the side soul* encourages the healthy-minded, 

Ijsiits up the divided self, accomplishes conversion, loads on to salatll- 

iecs, consmnieatea with ayeiice* end is the author of caving cxperien&ee 

:1a which work ia undeniably aceoagslidhsd," (2) Wa® side soul, rather 
! ’ 

|hon. being pathological, may find,this cicfenese is "possibly the only 

Openers of our ©yes to the deepett level© of truth," 'Xh© basic elements 

Of religion* of whatever form, are 1, la uneasiness; and 2, Its solution. 

ji) Ibid*, pp,29-30, 
(2) iffSar,-Sollaisn in • thc-fhlloaouhy of ifm. d-rcao©. p,I29, 



: First* we sane© that these is ^somethin?-; .wrgng about u# Mote the 

personal pronoun; the wrong is with us* net no» with tbs universe* Shis 

troublesome ©ease, vague and undefined but none the loos real* is 

alleviated or replaced, by & sense that v/o are ’Vsaypd from |he n^ongms# 

by eonaaotlng ourselves properly with a power or powers higher than our- 

selves* (1) When the individual can consciously suffer from his wrongness 

and can criticise it, lie lias asserted a hotter part oi himself and is be?' 

fom the wrongness. By Identifying his ego- with his higher soli* 

*'110 becomes comseioutt that this hitter part is contom&nous and 
continuous with a hOKB of the sumo quality, which la operative in 
tho univorao outside of him, and which ho arm hasp la working 
touch with, and in a fashion gat on board of raid save himself 
when all his lower being has gono to pieces in the wreck*®(2) 

She positive content of mligious eisparionce, then, for Joans, is 

this feeling of being 

.3M3taS£a~S0®.B ^bis* bs holds, is "llftgnflajtjnia...oMoofelvMie.Jaaift 

.aaJascm.U^am.” (3) „ ■' - 

y *fh» higher part of the universe James chooses to call Sod* f,We and 

8o& have business with each other; and in opening ourselves to Ms 

influence our deepest destiny is fulfilled.” (4),-S» clatter to B.P. 

ioimo, James wrote, f,X nysel? have... old luthoran sentiment In ray bones.” 
(5) 

She., schemata. of -the Varieties verifies that fact. Shil© the religious 

field does contain a sored element, it is something mere than moral; it - 

consists of wover-belief#, flights of fhe«go beyond coral postulates 

into (spiritual hypotheses* 

It is Interesting to note that these two stages in Jam®®* develop* 

tesnfe of the ides-of Sod ere paralleled by a significant development in 

(1) ^ba.. yarleties of Pe|igiou® fguprlonegs, P« 50S- 
(£) 3Mi.* .*> c 

($} Ibid.* p. 51S. 
(4) ibia,* pp* 516-517. 
(5) Perry, Iha'fhcmriit end Charscter of "ia J-aacc. IS, p,3":0» 
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hie praga&tisra, during tho first period, covering rowdily from 10SO-»lS9ii 

Pragmatism was developed as a method for tasting the moaning of concepts, 

by moans of their practical consomismcea in experience, Ihc second stage, 

about 3,902, shows the influence of ihsagmattsa as a sathod of determining 

trath&end reality in terms of value* In the Varieties. James applies the 

pragmatic tost to the traditional attributes of Sod and finds than 

meaningless, thereupon he uses Pragmatism as a method of debeasslning 

truth, and finds ■ that God is something more . than traditionally 

conceived. 60 i A i:' 

fhe third and last stage was masted by the publication of 4 

te'tie gniverso in 19G9,fhlc stage seems to combine the principal 

elements of the forgoing stages, Pirat, the experience of God does call 

v ■ forth our best efforts, fhis is a pluralistic world, of which God is a 

part, a real, a finite part, Just as we are parts of it, 

"We are indeed interned parte of God and not' external relations, ,Y®t 
because God is net absolute, but is himself a -part whoa the system 
is conceived pluralistically, his functions can be taken as not 
wholly disimilar to those of other smaller -parts, - as similar to 
ear functions ctmeaquontly*" 

- "Hawing an enviromant, being in time, and working out. in history 
.Just like ourselves, he escapes from the forsignaoso, from all that 
‘is human, of the static timeless absolute,'1 (if 

In a pluralistic universe, nothing Includes everything else or dominates 

the whole, then the best effort is made for attaining al 1-lnclusivenana, 

it stops Just Short «• »lver not (pits1, "She. word-'‘and1 '.trails along 

after every sentence," Yet this nrultiverse, Games says is a universe by 

virtue ojf the mediated connection of each- part with each other part. 

Shis union'la «,...lhat 1 call the stnmg-along- type , the type of 
* X * 

continuity, coniinguity, or concatenation." (2) 

\ 

(1) A gtorallstie Untvortra. p. 318. 
(S) JMd..'P. 385 

\ 
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Within this strung-along typo of union,however, specifiable ralig** 

Iona experience is possible. It is not a quality of other more mundane 

experiences, although it my accompany them, Xt need not he- immediate, 

although it may he and on occasion is, 

"Saligiaus experience of the lutheran type brings ail our naturalise 
tie standards to bankruptcy, You are strong by being weak, it shows. 
You cannot live on pride and gelf-guffiolngnass.,.Sincerely to give 
up one * s conceit or hope of being good in ©no's own right is the 
only door to the universe * s deeper riches.*1 

"... .There are resources in us that naturalism with its literal 
and legal virtues never racks of, possibilities that take our breath 
away, of another kind of happiness and power, based on giving up our 
will and letting something hitter work for us, and these seem to 
show a world wider than either physios or philistine ethics can 
Imagine," (1) 

logic and psychology, no matter how adept, could not predict or infer 

such religious experiences}, They arc not continuous with 1 natural1 exper¬ 

iences, or at least the continuity is not yet evident to us, la fact 

taey seem to invert the values of ^natural* experiences. She natural 

baa at adjustment, survival and -satisfactions, while the religious 

pjpoda the will into seeking after the •Ever not {jolts.1.5 

"Here Is a world in which all is well, in suite of certain forms of 
death, indeed because of certain forme of death <• death of hope, 
death of strength, death of responsibility, of fear and worry^ 
ebsgetency and desert, death of everything’ that paganism, naturalism, 
and legalism pin their faith on and tie their trust to." (2) 

Those who live in such a world, are unmoved by criticism, whether 

ajedemic or scientific. By their experience they know - "that we Inhabit 

an invisible spiritual environment from which help comas, our souls 

b4ing mysteriously one with & larger soul whoso instruments we are." (3) 

This thir d stago^sooms to hinge upon the pragmatic doctrine of 

meliorism, which was developed in the last chapter of 'Pragmatism. 

ii) Ibid,, p. 305. 
(i) Ibid., pp. 30^-306. 
(3) P* 302. . 
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Jiceerding to tills doctrine reality and- truth are la tha balance, w© can 

iiate or destroy them m wa ca-feoraie or refuse to c©-%>er&te. rlth Sod. 

writing *off the record* for pragmatism, said - 
MX !?m willing that there shall be reel losses sad real losers, sad 
no total protjorvatioa of all that is. I ©an halier© in the ideal m 
ato ultimata, not as ea origin, end as m extract, not the whole, 
Ihea the car- is -poured off, "the dregs are left 'behind forever, hat 
the possibility of what is poured off in sweet enough t© accept.<*(1) 

Thi?? doctrine of meliorism does not,imply a msnothaidil© idea of 

§54, item* is earoM, to'point oat. la both hi” 'tmpmttm 'and fto 

yrriotloa of .Tiollrgd<mo. Kaoerienqo... he toy;i with the idea of polytheism* 
W
*,?!3K» original polytheism of mxddad toa only imperfectly raid 
vegaely sSblimted Itsolf Into monotheism, ©nd monotheism itself,s© 
far as it waa • religious and aad act a scheme of classroom 
instruction for metaphysicians, has always vievod God as hat ©a© 
toiler, prlma iator paraa, la tho irAdat of all the Ampere of the 
groat world* a fat©.** 

1 firmly disbelieve, nysoif, that oar human experience is the 
hl^iesi form of experience extant In the universe,.. f o my well 
believe, on tho proofs that religious tnq arione© affords, tlmt 
M£hs? powers ©riot and arc at work to eavo the world on ideal 
linos similar to curs.*’ (2) 

Jcaot* Sod is designed to fit tho whole rang© of teanaa development, He 

is finite without being inmnistia; He is ideal without being supernal* 

Tiral, He is supra-lroman without being absolute. He 1ms been pragmatical¬ 

ly tested and has been found adequate.' 

Immortality 

Josses* conerm shout immortality fellows a Bomsfoat similar oourao 

that of tho development of his ides of Sod, la. the first volume of 

■© Principles of ysyoholo.gr. ho quotes from Loire without comedttifig 

to 

£ 
hiitassalfj la the second volume ho states no a principle thnt 11 :-.Vory or- 

gating thought la the natural rmm poorrlBn crodonoo with it.** and 

U) Bzaeaa&aM» P. £9'£>. 
(£) sm>, p. 300. 
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illustrates it by saying, Mfha surest warrant for immortality is the 

yearning of our towels for our dear ones..1(1) His interest in psychic 

research during that poriod is well known, whether he ever gained any- 

thing from It toward a belief in immortality, beyond exercising his 

interest, is not indicated in his works. 

In 16S2, while he was in tendon, Jamas received word that his 

father was not expected to live. In response, ho wrote his fatter a lot 

of which the following la an excerpt* 

«-.Ao for the other side, and Mother, and our all possibly meeting, 
I ean*t say anything. More than over at this momont do 1 fool that 
if that |wars, true, all would be solved and justified.” (2) 

In tho Ingoroell lecture on Immortality of Man, which James 

delivered In 1897* ho sold at the outset that- 

8S havo to confess that ay own personal foaling about immortality 
tee never boon of tho keenest order, and that, among tho problems 
that give ay Kind solicitude, this one does not take tho foremost 
plaeo,H (3) 

nevertheless, in tte process of the lecture, ho defended tho belief on 

tho grounds that issertality is "not Incompatible with tho brain-func¬ 

tion theory of our rmmdmia consciousness, "since the brain might, for 

all m know, bo as well transmissive as productive of thought. 

or 

Prof, 3, B. Pratt's qwostioaaalrc was sent out la 1904. Soma* 

replies mm in part as follows* 

q. Do you believe in personal immortality? 
A. Haver keenly* but mors strongly as I grow older, 

q. If so, why? 
A, Because I am just getting fit to live. (4) 

Pluralism carried with it no assurance of Immortality. But it 

did demand that the moral issue of the Individual human life should 

,(1 
(2 
(3) 

Th& Prinoinlea of. Psychology, II, p. 308. 
The Betters of fm, James, vol. 1, p. 220, 

Mm aasasagusg* 
(4j ghfLJtat&BttBJgJgU. I'stabs, vol, ti, p. 2l4 

i 



bs preserved, this Narnia recognized, without* however* committing 

himsolf to fen opinion m to whether this fact had any bearing .on 

personal i mortal ity. 

’’fho notion of God,., .however* Inferior in clearness to those 
...mthseaticel notions so current In »chaMoal philosophy, has at 
lcn.it this superiority over them, that It guarantees an ideal 
fatter that shall he permanently preserved., A world with s God 
.In it to my the last cord* my indeed burn up or freeze,.. .lMa 
jjgQtl of an. otomsl taoral order is one of the deepest needs in 
our breasts,!l (l) 

Ad with raasy of the problems that mtm to James* mind, the problem of 

immortality was loft open. Ho neither affirmed or denied it. It would 

smm from the tendency indicated la the above passages that as he grew 

older be felt a greater need for a belief in it, even though it was 

net demonstrable. Apparently, however* m far as we know from his worka* 

he was never able to formulate a belief that satisfied his seed. 

! 
? 
I 

CD Sgy®H®» P- 3toS, 
i 
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J&&8gs&sr M A& a iast&ssiam jgc M& Ia.El.gimi.teU.ia 

Xn ear survey of the statements which Dswoy mntos about 

religion specifically, wo may also note some other aspects of his 

thought which concern closely his philosophy* of religion. ©wse are 

his metaphysics, his theory of value, and hi® ethics, which m shall 

sonsider in that order. 

■ Metenhvaios 

■' ”fhls is the extent and method of oy metaphysics** writes Dewey, 

’the largo and constant features of human sufforing, mjop^nts, trials, 

failures and success©©, together with the institutions of art, science, 

technology, polities, and religion which mark theta, communicate genuine 

features of the world within-; which man lives”, (1) 

fho toy a tone of Dewey* e ©ataralistie metaphysics* as mil m of 

his naturalistic theory of logic is what he tarss ,! the primary 

postulate”—continuity of the lower (lees complex) and the higher 

(more complex) activities'and forms.*’ the idea of continuity is not 

self-explanatory, But its moaning exclude a complete rupture on one 

side and more repetition of identities on the otherj it precludea 

reduction of the ‘higher* to the ‘lower1 just as it precludes complete 

breaks and gaps* (2) to one, he he a trained scientist or a plain 

mm of undisciplined mind, recognises a transition from one kind of 

existence to another when to thinks or reflects, there is no neat 

|division of his world Into two spheres, the real and the subjective, *■ 
i 
] 

'(l) voi. xxnr, p. -  
C S) J&SiS* SlQ* P* ^3* 



M Jbo fundamental assumption ia continuity.” (1) 

According to ttawey, both mechanistic and spiritualistic metaphy¬ 

sics foil into a comiacn fallacy in that they attest to explain exis¬ 

tence by a non-historical interpretation of- causality. Mechanistic 

tpotaphyaice points out that tho more recent event Could not have 

secured without the previous condition, and follows naturally from it. 

Cn the other hand, spiritualistic metaphysics -indicates that the 

earlier, grosser conditions load up to the Ideal. Dowoy says that both 

i.re true ae descriptions, but neither ia time as an explanation of a 

causal process, "The rs&lity ij| the growth process itself; childhood 

and adulthood ars phases of a continuity#. ,fhe real existence is the 

llstory in its entirely, the history as Just what is is," (2) 

Metaphysics, then, is nothing wore or less than a purely doserip- 

live .statement of generic properties exhibited by tilings without regard 

to the levels of nature to which wo my assign them. (3) 

"To as® human affairs, associative and personal, are projections, 
continuations, complications, of the nature which exists in the 
physical and pre-human world.For this reason, there are in 
nature both foregrounds and backgrounds, hares and thoros, 
centers sad perspectives, foci and margins. If thoro were not, 
tb© story and scone of man would involve a complete break with 

: nature, the insertion of unaccountable sad unnatural conditions 
and factors.8 

' 

lost this, written as it was in the heat of argument, seem too extrema, 

perhaps it should be tempered by another passage* 

"Instrumentalism...«.assigns a positive function to thought, 
that of roconstititing the present stage of things instead of 
mo rely knowing it. As a consequence, there cannot bo intrinsic. 

, degrees, or a hierarchy of forms of judgment. Each typo has its 
| •' own end, and its validity is entirely determined by its efficacy 
! in the pursuit of its end, A limited perceptual judgment, 

adapted to the situation which has given it birth, is as true • 
in its place m is the most complete and significant philosophic 

(1) .Meftayg in Ifreoerlrmnfcal bogle, p. BJ, 
CP) acnorlouce and fetors. ^7275. 
(13) SSTpTlta.' 
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or scientific jjaaginont* bogie, therefore, loads to a realistic 
metaphysics In so far m it accepts things and events for what 
they are Independently of thought, and to an Idealistic 
metaphysics in sc far as it contends that thought gives birth 
to distinctive acts which modify future fact© and events in such 
a way as to reader them more reasonable, that is to say, more 
adequate to the ends which we propose for ourselves* This ideal 
clement is more and more accentuated by the inclusion progressive- 
ly of social factors in human environment over and above natural 
factors | so that the needs which are fulfilled, the ends which are 
attained are no longer of a merely biological or particular 
character, but include also the ends and activities of other 
members of society,(1) 

'Shat is Important to not® is that the task of metaphysics is to 

■understand the integral relation and interaction of man, any man or 

group of sion, with his hopes, fears, hi® wants, Ms yearnings, his 

faltering, limited capacities, and the environing nature in which ho 

developed, and with which ho remains and must remain continuous. For 

instance, ‘'Fear, whether an instinct or an acquisition, is a function 

of the environment* Man fours because he exists ia a fearful, an awful 

world* She world is pro carious and perilous.’* (2) As one becomes 

1 sore aid mere certain that nature, In which he exists, is of a certain, 

definite character, he will attempt proportionately to mold the conduct 

of his life and that of his fellow beings to that character which he 

has discerned in nature,' This fact holds, according to Dewey no matter 

what 'Character one may assign to nature. (3) 

Any supervening metaphysical i1 fiction” such as Sod, the Absolute, 

reason, xaiad, matter or nature, can become at most only special cases 

rubsummed under the above generalisation. Such is, in Dewey* a judg~ 

issnt, a source of confusion and trouble, since those notions require ' 
S 

far more explanation then they give. Kora often than not they pose J 

<1) £Mlooqt]hy and jagmattflfla. pg. 51-S. 
(2) litoerioaae and Patnro. p, 42, 
(3) Ibid, T>. 412-V,. 

i ! 
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artificial problem® which become stumbling bio cl to for the unwary. 

Dowoy Visibly calls this phase of his thought natural is tic 

Mstapifsiaa* Around the fact of physical action accepted fear what it ia 

in human experience, revolves all that in common speech goes under Hie 

nemo of spiritual and immaterial, %fm latter arc simply to ha understood, 

a® functions# naiaos or events within the arena of physical actions. As 

' & naturalist, Bowey can deploy himself into any sort of feelings, 

Imaginations, Ideas, or ideals, so long ns the Pegasus under him Is a 

physically active stood. B® may refer to himself as a self or a person, 

so long as ho conceives of himself as s pfaysico-neural organism, and 

iocs not appropriate for himself a soul which should legislate or 

supervene upon that organism, B© may further recognise other organisms 

V.Q solve® in so far as they are active hollo® in the active world, since 

ihoy are “the natural moral transcript, III® his own feelings, of 

physical life in that region* naturalism may, accordingly, find room 

for ovary sort of psychology, poetry# logic, and theology, if only they 

ire content with their natural pin cos." (1) 

Dewey# ia go sincerely and earnestly convinced of his metaphysics 

that he becomes its prophot**** 

"the ulterior issue is the possibility that actual experience in 
its concrete content end movement may furnish those ideal®, 
Eoaniags and videos whoa© lack, aid uncertainty in experience 
as actually livod by most persons has supplied the motive fore© 
for recourse to some reality beyond experiences & luck and 
uncertainty that account for the continued hold of traditional 
philosophical and religious notions which are not consonant 
with the main tenor of modem life, fhe pattern supplied by 
scientific knowledge shows that in this one field at least it is 

. . possible for experience# in becoming genuinely experimental, to 
j develop its own regulative idea® end standards.. • .®ie conclusion 

ia a good omen for the possibility of achieving in larger more 

(1) She Ihilosouhy of John Eewoy, t». 246* Oeorgo Santayana's review 
• ‘ ~' ~ " or fScoertenca and nature r 

I 



humans fields s. similar transformation., so that s philosophy of 
experience may to empirical without cither being false to actual 
experience or being compelled to explain ©way the values dearest 
to the Mart of ffla».n (1) 

fh© warp of this von taphysics is th© continuity of nature} its woof 

is the indetoralnatenses of natural events, the fora and the character 

if nature are what wo find them to be because they are continuous with 

and develop from tfessa previous forms, Share is and can be no break from 

ora to form, nor can there bo any supervening force or intelligence 

directing the development of the newer forms, fhe natural world, which 

;.s in fact the only world, is constantly agitated by inherent deficienc¬ 

ies. For while it is continuous with itself, it is inherently indeter¬ 

minate} each new formation within nature is at once a reconstruction 

reiving a deficiency, and the source of a new deficiency. It is at 

< nee sufficient and deficient. All activity strives vainly to attain 

i balance which would presumably be static. All that it is able to 

r eccraplish actually is to complicate and diversify its deficiencies, 

thy this should be, the case , Dewey's metaphysics does not explain, 

but is content simply to accept it as a fact. Still why reconstruction 

in nature should lead to sore complicated forms rather than to simpler 

cm.es* seems to demand some explanation. Why should not carbon be 

content to Join with oxygen and remain forever carbon-dioxide, rather 

than, be the basis for highly complex organic structures? Does the 

complicating and the compounding of the clements of the natural world 

increase the possibility of resolving its intisrent deficiencies? fhe 

deficiencies in the natural world mj accompany the continuum of the 

natural world, but they are M no means the same aa the continuum, 

(1) 2l£ JXQnt for Certainty, p, 107. 



Perhaps, they are not DO divorced, but ‘chits fact done not explain why 

It is that values accrue, that truth and reality are enriching when 

the continuum in the organism end its situation baconas complicated, as 

1ymoj -v-'Bsrts, rather, than vdisn it is simplified. Certainly enrichment 

and value are not the fruit of the continuum, nor of the reconstruction 

of the - continuum with its fleeting satisfaction after the indeterminate 

hca disturbed tts equilibrium. Talues and sj>iritual enrichment axe 

osoihle precisely because this world has that about it whlcth will not. 

permit it to bs content to remain as it is, because “Man shall not live 

by broM don©," 2MB world is m awful world, "precarious and ps rilous’ 

It is also a wonderful world, a world wherein loyalty, devotion, 

adoration, worship, aspiration and inepriation, sacrifice and martyrdom 

are possible and. real, !lIa not the life more than meat, and the body 

than raiment?" 

"Ihoory of Value, 

■'o have already touched upon Downy‘ s theory of vrduoe critically. 

It remains to treat this matter in greater detail. Dewey offers his 

naturalistic metaphysics as a "ground-map*, for the procedure for 

attaining values. Among the existential traits of nature arej 

"<jualitative individuality end.' constant relations, contingency and 

need, movement and arrest,” Shea© traits are ineluctable* characterist¬ 

ics of nature, "fhis fact is the source both of values and of their 

precarious*!® ss; both of immediate possession which is casual and of 

reflection which is a precondition of secure attr-.ini.ient and appro¬ 

priation,” (1) 

I 
i(l) 5xj;erieiK» aid Nature, pg. MIJ. 



At h-r- been stated before, end r?.n Percy repeats in every content of Ms 

thought, the very ©xistenoe' of man cantors in valueg. Whenever rmd 

wherever values arc threatened, inrp.ti.xy. end thinking aro sot in motion, 

TMo ©inate© • vatu© with the satisfaction which is the manning of a 

determinate situation. It Moo servos to indicate the centrality' of 

vabxo jttd.gesrmts for temm. living, 

ft0ur constant and inalienable concern la Mth good and had, 
prosperity and failure, and banco with choice. ??Q are constructed 
to think In term? of valuis, of bearing on Alfaro*0 (1) 

f,T?oflooti6n also teolios cancom with tho Isau© - a certain 
sympathetic iadentificatiott of our can destiny, If only for 
dramatic, with the outcome of Croats....Wo doolre this or that 
outcome. One wholly indifferent to the outcome does not follow 
ox think about what is happening at all,* (2) 

In any went all disciplined linmiry and warranted assertion 

“neooasssrily contains a practical. factor”. living is a doing and a 

msicTng which endeavors to reconstruct aatecondent existential material 

in which, the problem of inqtxiry arises into a store serviceable attention, 
(3) 

In human beings, however, the achievosmfc of & more recontraction is not 

©nought the reconstruction must ha of a certain kind. In. easy delibera¬ 

tive situation, there arc almost always alternatives at oaoh step of tho 

reconstruction, $ach alternative has different probable consequences. Xn 

order for tho inquiry to precede to action, a choice must bo made, Bach 

choices? ere what Dewey calls judgments of practice, or evaluation. On 

the bests of the analysis and understanding of the elements of tho 

existing situation end reflection on past experience, one of the 

possible rlternativea its selected «s being most likoly to yield tha moot 

unity and satisfaction, that is, determination in the specific 

(1) Bhtnorigmco and Katuro. (1st ed,}, p, 32. 
(21 Democracy and ydnenticn. p, 172, 
(3) ItPClc, ...jhe theory .of. In.dUiig, p* ISO, 



ladaterminato situation. Deliberative choosing la , then* operating on 

the factors already in operation so as to give thorn a directionwhich 

they would not normally take*(l) Such judgments are made upon proposi¬ 

tions concerning matters of fact and alternative courses of notion* 

These propositions are neither self-do terming d nor self-sufficient. They 

are only instrumental., "bocause they are framed with reference to a 

desirable outcome. they are not in themselves valid, hut depend upon 

the consequences which result from acting upon them for their validation, 
j^TAnl^ignta,Aout,yalnooragoAul.waonta,.a'boulJ;M^condlti,on3_.aM^thQ 
yasult8..Qf.„e^rlenged_oMe^tsi-JM^aiLt.i.j|hoal-^fe,,ihlttai.jligBM 

For whatever decides their formation will determine the main 
course of our conduct, personal and social." (2) 

In substance, ovalutatioa is the wedding of logical theory with 

scientific practice, or more particularly with the experimental method. 

It is inference reaching outward end upward from grounded determinations 

accomplished hy operations of doing and making. (3) 

Dewey admits that there may he enjoyments (values) in the equi¬ 

librated situation, where there is no occasion for inquiry. But such are 

only casual, merely feelings. "Thors is no value except where there is 

satisfaction, but there have to be certain conditions fulfilled to 

transform a satisfaction into a value."(4) Among these conditions is the 

requirement that the activity which produces the enjoyment should be of 

the sort which one can continue to use enjoyably, that can continue to 

give enjoyment. She fable of the cricket and the ant illustrates the 

point. Even casual enjoyments must take a long-view into account. As we 

shall later see this fact Is of importance in religion for Dewey, 

U) .Ibid.. p.l64. 
(2) P- 86s. 
(3) P.18Q. 
m Mu9m^uMtMXS^SU p. Sag. 



Before passing on to the theory of moralB, wo my digress for a 

moment to consider what may he an inconsistency in Dewey* a theory of 

rain®* As wo hove seen, Dewey has emphasised that* “Our constant and 

inalienable concern is with good and had...” ”We arc constructed to 

thirds: in tanas of value, Of hearing upon welfare,11 (Of. p. 60) Or again* 

"That physical science and Its conclusions do as a matter of fact 

exorcise an enormous influence upon social conditions need not he 

argued..., Change in methods of production* distribution, and cesmuniea- 

tiea is the chief determining condition of social relationships and* to 

■a large extent, to actual cultural values in every advanced industrial 

people, while they react intensively into tho lives of all ’backward* 

peoples. Moreover, only an arbitrary, or els® purely coivontional point 

of view,.....can rule out such consequences as these from the scope of 

science itself.” (1) On the other hand Bawey states* ”fo accomplish its 

naadei (intelligence) mast achieve a certain detached is$nrtlality«...(A 

rsan) will think ineffectively in the degree in which his preferences 

modify the stuff of his observations and reasonings,.,,the value of the 

reflection lies upon keeping one’s self out of the data.”(2) And again- 

“It is one thing to say that all knowing has an end beyond itself, end 
another thing, a thing of a contrary kind, to say that an act of 
knowing has a particular end, which it is bound, in advance, to reach. 
Much less is it true that the Instrumental nature of thinking moans 
that it exists for the sake of obtaining soma private one-sided 
advantage upon which one has set one’s heart.” (3) 

3 f the latter two passage® are true, then values, if any, cannot accrue 

from personal interest, free choice, but are determined solely by the 

data end the context. Or, in other words, value inhere® in understanding 

tjta, noeoasities involved in a problematic oHnntlon end Ho nidoot.   

(i) ,IdRglqi,,..@s,.,lhnosv,.,oOnccnlry, p. hS9. 
(s) Democracy and Education, p. 173* 
(3) Beconetraction in Philosophy. p. 146. 
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context, Shis view is further confirmed in the following statement} 

"Serious social troubles tend to be interpreted In moral terms**,.. 
Shat the situations themselves are profoundly moral in their causes 
and consequences..,,need not be denied. But conversion of the 
situations investigated into definite problems, that can be 
intelligently dealt with, demand objective intellectual formulation 
of conditions} and such formulation demands in turn complete 
abstraction from the qualities of sin and righteousness, of vicious 
and virtuous motives.. .Approach to human problems in terms of moral 
blame and moral approbation,...is probably the greatest single 
obstacle now existing to development of competent methods in the 
field of social subject-matter." (1) 

Dewey seeks to escape this difficulty by applying his logic of 

experimental behavior to the problem of value. Hot all experiences of 

satisfaction are valuable «"„Jt is a matter of frequent experience that 

Likings and enjoyments are of all kinds, and that many of them are such as 

reflective judgments condemn." (2) She standard by which any given 

activity Is to be judged is not an absolute standard purportedly 

derived from some extra-experiential source, but whether or not the 

proposed activity results in further and consistent growth for the 

ict-or and for society. Activities are to be judged by their fruits, 

personal and social. This test finds a prominent place in his education¬ 

al theory. 

"Does this form of growth create conditions for farther growth or 
does it set up conditions that shut off the person who has grown 
la this particular direction from the occasions, stimuli and 
opportunities for continuing growth in now directions? that is the 
effect of growth in a special direction upon the attitudes and 
habits which alone open up avenues for development in other lines?" 

(3) 
But meanings and values do not unfold spontaneously and naturally in 

the uninhibited activities either of children or adults, but are 
I 

conveyed by education. They are the creation of organised social life. 

They are the outgrowth of the communication made necessary by communal 

(1) Bogle, She theory of Inquiry. pp.494-495. 
(2) She .Sweet, for Certainty. p« 263* 
(3) Experience;and Education, p.„2Q. * 
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life and conjoint behavior, Hence the supreme test of value in an 

activity is whether it malms for the growth and development of society, 

Dewey is a champion of Democracy, because he is convinced that it is the 

orm of. social organisation which permits the freest and most signific¬ 

ant growth, 

“Democracy has many meanings, hut if It has a moral cleaning,■ it Is. 
found In resolving that the supremo test of all political institu¬ 
tions and Industrie! arrangements shall he the contrihution they 
mho to the all-round growth of every member of society,*1 2 3 (1) 

Before passing on to the emergence of the ©oral situation, it 

should ho pointed out that* "Hie entertaining of ends, the adjudging of 

values are Character phenomena,"^) fhat-a man chooses as feeing 

significant and valuable reveal a his character. Character is the 

:ontiraiod operation of all a man’s habits in every act} it is "the 

■ .atorpenetratlon of habits." Character would not exist if each habit 

existed in isolation from each other habit, and if habits did not 

mutually act and react upon each other.(3) While Dewey does not 

specifically state it, it may fee inferred that a man’s habit-pattern, 

lie character* is determined by the Varactor which he as sums that Ms 

mvironaont, nature, has. (of, p. §6) He observes a significant pattern 

In the forms, interactions, and interpenetrations of the processes of 

nature. Hia task, then, is to bring his character into conformity and 

harmony with the character which he discerns in nature, both physical 

and cultural or social, sine© he is a part of that nature. It seems 

that this fact should provide can with a standard of vMua. fhose habits 

and activities are good which do conform to the character which nature 

is assumed to have. Contrariwise, disvalua results from a mistaken 

(1) Bocontruction in Philosophy, p. 1<S6, 
(2) Bo/dcal Conditions of a Scientific treatment of Morality, p. 133. 
(3) Kurasn Datura and Conduct, p. 38. 
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Judgement of tho character of nature and its consejpont activities 

which are oat of harmony with nature. fhis seoros to come very near to 

admitting a latent absolute in nature toward which wo strive by a serins 

Of progressive approximations, Dewey escapee by asserting that! 

11 integration is an achievement rather then a datum*" Still, since 

nature on its various levels Is actively striving to achieve Just that 

integration, the universal goal of nature, it seems to be a fixed, 

absolute goal, though, perhaps, from, the human point of view a dynamic 

one* She lessor values cud integrations may be relative and contingent, 
A 

but that is because they are parts and not the whole ,of nature, Shis 

Dewey recognises * “Even in the midst of conflict, struggle and defeat, 

• 18 poosme of 8,9 <ffltela8 994 00"4i9S ’“%) 
fhis seams to say, unless X misinterpret Dewey, that there is inherent 

in every valuo-choies a faith that there is, or is possible, m endur¬ 

ing Whole, which includes nature and human life in it, together with 

the intellect, human personal and social values, man1 2® sufferings and 

his aspirations, hie hopes and yearinisge, a whole for which “the whole 

creation groaneth and travailsth In pain together until now,*1 fhis 

faith Is possible for Dewey because of Me interpretation of nature# 

Sc writes** 

«*,«While the theory that life, fooling and thought ere never 
independent of physical events may be doomed matoriRliom, it 
may also be considered Just the opposite,.. .Hiporioally 
Mei^ing, materialism and mechanistic metaphysics * as distinct 
frets imjdianisbie science** deslgaate the doctrine that matter is 
the efficient cease of life and mind, and that *» cause* occupies 
a position superior to that«cf effect®. Both-parts of this 
statement are contrary to fact* As far as the eoneaptioa of 
causation is to be introduced at all, not matter hat the natural 
events having matter as a character* ** esuss** life and mind**1 (2) 

1) KumnnWature and CoMucfe. p. 330. 
2) Jhacgiwwe .end nature, p. 252. 
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“If ©is tons ’miter1 is given a philosophic interpretation, over and 
show Its technical scientific manning,,..this meaning, I bollevo, 
should he to ass® a functional relation raster than a substance.*... 

. ,It is quite possible to recognise that everything experienced, no 
batter how •ideal* and lofty, has its mm determinate conditions 
without getting into that generalisation beyond limits which 
constitutes metaphysical materlollsm.” (1) 

fho conclusion, them, is that natural Croats as they are experienced 

provide for that function which we call ’matter* without involving us 

in the pitfalls Of traditional materialism, ana also provide for ft 

function teat we may designate as eft ‘’enduring sad cos^rohendiag 

whole*’ without involving ms in traditional spiritualism. 

In this, connection Downy*o conception of the freedom of tho will 

finds piece for consideration, Dewey holds that within nature and yet 

not determined by the basic continuity of nature* is tea possibility of 

choice between alternatives by intelligence. “Whether or not indeter- 

minuteness, uncertainty, actually exists In the world,” h© soys# w is 

a difficult question...In my mm the question, is an objective ena.Xt 

conc3rai3 not man in isolation from the world, but man in connection 

with it* A world that is at points end times indeterminate enough to 

call out deliberation and to give play to choice to shape its future is 

a world In which will is free, not because it is inherently vacillating 

and unstable, but because deliberation and choice arc determining and 

stabilising factors,” (2) Freedom of choice liberates man from monoton¬ 

ous repetition and makes possible the achievement of now and higher 

values. freed®® mates values passible because it allow® man to select 

and' enlarge the environment within which he will act, ”,fho road to 

| freedom may bs found in that knowledge of facts which enables us te 
i 

I employ them in connection with desires end alma, A physician or 

(X) Dower In fhe Philosophy of ,John Bcwcv. P.A.SChllpp, cd., p. $0% 
(2) tea »ftterc....anjl ..Qonduct. p. 310* 
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anglnms in frm ia Ms thought end his actios in to© degree la which 

he knows what ho deals with." (l) fhe parallel at this' point with the 

Stele doctrine of freedom as ^understood necessity1 is interesting* 

Her©* apparently, is the answer to the question raised in the criticism 

of Dswoy* s metaphysics, namely, why values a a eras when nature unfolds 

into more coagios organisms hawing greater end more difficult problems. 

Iha larger the environment comprehended hy the deliberating, choosing 

intslligonce, to® more unity -and integration It brings Into nature, to® 

nearer it approaches the absolute, to® ideal unity* that Is to say, th® 

hl#ay value it achieves, and the dearer consciousness it ha® of to® 
H enduring and comprehending whole? 

But Dotrey will not own this implication of his thought. He insists 

that* "Whatever mn have esteemed and fought for in the name of liberty 

Is varied and complex ~ but certainly it has never boon a. motanhyaical 

^roedora of top will." (2) Ho is content to coll attention to too fact 

that there is such a thing as freedom in experience and that it has 

tore® important elements* 

"(1) It Include® efficiency in notion, ability to carry out pleas* 
®'v!%ho absence of cramping and thwarting obstacles, (ii) It also 

includes capacity to vary plans, to change th® course of action, 
to experience novel ties, 'tod ssgain( lii) it signifies the power of 
desire and choice to be factor® in events." (3) 

How all tola emerges from and is continuous with the "selective biases" 

of lower biological forms and inorganic elements la never explained or 

accounted for. S® deny a metaphysics is not to say tout one does not 

laecd on®, fhough human intelligence le la toe world, this physical, 

jaatuml world, it is not therefore necessarily of It, or.- admitting of 

jonly a physical, naturalistic account. 

h) sm** S. 303. 
Ibid., p. 303* {italics min®) 
Ibid.* pp. 303-304. 
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Freedom demands that there should be an otherness about the human 

intelligence and the human self la which desires arise and satisfactions 

become- facts* Dewey himself says* 

"few men would purchase even a hi# amount of efficient action along 
definite lines at the price of monotony, or if success in action 
mr& bought by oil abandonment of personal preference* ^hoy would 
probably fool that a more precious*’ freedom was possessed in a life 
of ill-assured objective achievement that contained radertcMng of 
risks, adventuring in new fields, pitting of personal choice7 against 

■ the odds of events, and a mixture of success and failures, provided 
dholce had a career*" (1) 

Hero t of ora, Dewey seems to have held that the situation in which the 

organism and its environment interact and are integrated so as to permit 
£ ] 

action to continue is the source of satisfaction which is the terminus 

of deliberation, inquiry end the denotative method. Accordingly, a 

"hi# amount of efficient action" is equivalent to a hi#- amount of . 

satisfaction. But now m find that no man, worthy of manhood, would be 

satisfied with such satisfaction* Great man are those who leave the ' 

comforts and complacencies of satisfaction behind and launch out Into a 

sea of risks, committing themselves to a faith that their "choice has a 

career" which is something more than "hi# efficiency In action." Dawey 

assorts? "Intelligence is the toy to freedom* We ore likely to go ahead 

prosperously in the degree In which wo have consulted conditions and 

formed a plan which enlists their constating corporation." (2) Intellig¬ 

ence is indeed the key to freedom, but not because it takes conditions 

Into account alone, but because it can bring out of conditions that 

which is not yet. Ho amount of consulting of the block Of marble would 
■) 

have brought forth Michaalnngelo* s David* Intelligence is the key to 

freedom because it is not bound by its satisfactions. It does not wait- 

<l) IMS. 
(2) Ibid. 
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for problems and disturbing factors to fore© it into further Inquiry, 

but gone rat© 8 its own problems out of the consciousness that it is able 

to oreata ©ad generate novel and higher values. 

£&!$& 
In what might bo called the formative period Of Bowey* s life, that 

Is, before he began producing his systematic works, he published a 

little booklet entitled, The Study of Ithieoi A .Syllabus (1) In Its 

preface ho stated his conviction that waa|d-;!- the prevalence of path©.* 

logical and moralistic ethics, thara is room for a theory which con*, 

coivos of conduct as a normal and fro® living of life m It is*” Shis 

conviction found ©sprassion in his Sthics (8) in X90S and hat colored 

nearly all. If not all, his thought, lie basic thesis is that ©oral 

theory is continuous with and an intogral part of inquiry at any stags 

and in. any field. Hence he is disposed to treat morality by the 

scientific method. 0clone© is not sonnthlng with a separate 

province* It is physical, biological and historic knowledge placed in 

a human contort whore it will illuminate and guide the activities of 

mo# (3) 

Significance end moaning ©re attached to an activity when Its 

consequences, at least In part, cm bo foreseen and predicted* Value is 

a property assigned to m activity, which Is acted out, because its 

eonsoqueneos are preferred to the consequences of aXtornativQ activities 

within a given situation, then a values is chosen by itself, without 

considering its relationship to the value-ends of other activities in 

other situations, ft is only an intellectual or an esthetic matter. 

(1) fho Study of Hthics* A 'gyllabaa. Ana Arbor* Keglstor Publishing Co,, 
1894. 

(2) Hthicn. by John Bewey and James H, tufts*!.?..Hoary Hoi# & Co, ,1908 
(3) Ma&wumd .Coquet* p. 2961 of. also p. 15. ! 
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Dewey begins Me ethical thought with a generic account of the moral 

situation* The interpenetration of habits within the individual is never 

complete. But strong, master habits arise which absorb the power of the 

other habits into themselves* We say man who have strong, master habits 

are strong characters* Contrariwise, those who vacillate between 

several habitual modes of behavior which do not comprehend each other 

are said to be of a weak. or * wishy-washy' character, or those having 

strong,conflloting habits and passions are celled 'tempestuous* men* 

Shore Is a passage from Dewey that will be of importance later, but 

whlbh will bear quoting at this point* 

"Routine specialisation always works against interpenetration. Men 
with'plgeon-holo* minds are not infrequent. Sheir* diverse standards 
and methods of judgment for scientific, religious, political 
matters testify to compartment al habits of action." (l) 

•, The interpenetration and the mutual modification of habits are the I 
I 

ground for defining the moral situation. Most habits are so assured that 

they may carried on without any consideration of their effect upon the 

character. But when an act is seen to have consequences that are out of 

harmony witfajthe rest of the actions produced by other habits, it is 

then scrutinised in the light of the whole body of conduct. This is a 

moral situation, and the scrutiny is a moral scrutint, Mo habit is 

sacrosanct* any habit may bo examined at any time to test its relation 

to other habits, 

fhat has happened is not that something evil has arisen which 

threatens the good, but that two values which as® incompatible have 

presented themselves for choice, low the problem is which shall be 

chosen? Which is the most adequate to the character of the habits and 

U) PP.38*39. 



values already acquired? that Mad of character shall the person dolsi® 

the choosing assume la Ms choice? 

“Morel theory begins* in go no, when anyone asks *l!/hy should 1 act 
thus and not otherwise? Hhy this is right sad that wrong? Shat 
H$it has any one to frown upon this way of acting and Impose that 
other way?1*... Moral theory cannot emorga when there is positive 
belief as to what is ri^ht and what is wrong, for then there is no 
occasion for reflection. It emerges when man are confronted with 
situations in which incompatible courses of action seem to be 
morally justified. Only each a conflict of good ends and of 
standards and roles of right and wrong calls forth personal 
inquiry into the bases of morals*0 (Sj 

«» solution depends upon the 

MSm*** which, mMJ&MMM 

reflection in conduct;* *.. .there can be no such thing as reflective 

morality where there Is no solicitude for the ends to which action is 

directed,“(2) & predetermined, though not necessarily an actualized, end 

is necessary not only to have moral reflection, but to have a moral 

situation on which to reflect, fhere is nothing which would inherently 

prevent a man from enjoying two incompatible goods in succession, except 

that the enjoyments would cut under the enjoyment of a higher good. Yet 

Dewey asserts that,“Gonscienticnisnoss...will always be on the outlook 

for the better, the good man not only measures Ms acta by a standard 

but he is concerned to revise bl§ standard,.,She highest form of 

conscientiousness is interest in constant progress.”(3) In another 

connection Dowey defines conscience as knowing with others (4) • By the 

asms token, eons is ntiousne s 0 should be defined as. knowing o»e*s present 

activities and choices tjrltfa on unrealised ideal. or end, an ultimate, 

; though a dynamic, good. Such a goal is the final cause of a persons 

conduct and significant choices, not the. first cause. If Dewey would 

m MMmVrn ed.)8 f. IB.  
(8) Ibid., p.. 19s. 
(3) ^Ipe (I90S Od.), p. 422. 
(4) Human nature and Conduct , p. 315»C^°t©i Shis closely resembles the 

socialised view of the 6@mn, materialistic positivist,Ludwig 
li’ouarbach » “Gewissen 1st Mitwlssen,” 
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agree with this, he would agrao with the main tenet of Howison’s 

§mn.%im Jjjggg$MM* her io this far removed from the personal idealism - 

of ff*H, Oraen, But, perhaps, Dewey wrote hotter than ho know - 

‘'Pragmatism is ^ntaai., to take its stand with science, for science 
finds all such events (Lies, dreams, deceptions, myths) to he 
SUbJeei-matte? of description and inquiry * Juat like stars and 
fossils, mosquitos and malaria, circulation and vision. It also - 
tains its stand with daily life, which finds that such things have 
to ho reckoned with as they occur in the texture of eve»ts.tt(l) 

Shore is neither first couse nor final cans© in science. And apparently 

tally life la not a (guest, hut considers each day’s aril is sufficient 

onto itself. 

teas other aspect Of the moral life of man remains to ho traated.ttAt 

the present time almost all important ethical problems arise out of the 

soaditions of associated life.*1 (2) Poway oven does so far ns to surest 

ihat a man’s intelligence is not his own hut comes to him flhy education, 

iradition, and the su^aetlens of the environment**, mi from ’’deep 

•mcon*-olcus scorces.'* *Xt thinks1, ho says, is more accurate then ’1 

think*. 

‘•OUT intelligence 1® hound up, so far as its materials are “nod, 
with the community life of which we are a part, wo know whit It 
communicates to us, sad know according to the habits it forms in ' 
us, Science is an affair of civilisation not of the individual 
intellect." (3) 

la the case of conscience we know with someone else, how they will react 

to our behavior, and wo adjust our behavior so as to elicit a favorable 

reaction from them. She individual 1® held accountable for the effect, 

good or hod, of the consequences of his actions upon others. Praise end 

blame are means used by the community to shape the habits and the char- 

aotlr of the individual. She community gains its authority by offering" 

xteUlganee. p. 55. (Italics mine) 
m.CI932Kp.3P. 

P. 3*}*. 
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rewards of co&peratioa for those who conform end resistance and noa- 

cooperation for those oho do not conform. (1) toile this may he accepted 

as a foot, it does not follow that It la an unmitigated good* Jerusalem 

©till slays her protista# and it is still true that % prophet Is not 

without hones?-, save to his own country.8 

too moral situation for the individual ( and thara is no other 

moral situation) develops when ha finds a problem of his personal son* 

duet oms^lioatad by social conditions, since his personal conduct most 

he enacted in a community of persons upon whom he moat depend for the 

opportunity to atoiave further values* tola complication of his problem 

has the following form* "tYhat attitude Shall I adopt towards an tome 

which concerns many persons whoa I do not Know personally, but whose 

action dong with mine will determine the conditions under which we mi 

live.....Unless man are to surrender to chance, to caprice, to prejud¬ 

ice, they must have some general norm principles by toich to guide 

themselves in meeting such (pastiona.8 (2) Here, as always, the 

scientific method is too saving grace. Society, which consists of too 

active connections of men with each other, and the mutually shared 

consequences of their life-activities such as desire, belief, judgment, 

satisfaction and dissatisfaction, forms fixations, norms, and codas 

from time to bins* toes# codes, however, are relative to the existing 

social conditions* Bessy* s hope to tout men, recognising toe moral 1 

principles generated by society as relative, will obt3erve,pla& and 

esporioettt with the social data of their time with a view to providing 

adeijuatG moral principles for that time and that situation rather than 

to allow too moral principles of society to develop accidentally.^) 



“In cpsaetloaa of social morality more fundmcntol than any partic¬ 
ular principle held or decision readied Is the attitude of willing- 

revise tnrygont„cajMeMfmai_.OM5 
Cffort.,..te,.ebM*ge M., concerted offogfe_cr|s,t.l^-ins.t.itsMaMi-SQ4-M. 

n (X) 

Betey trill hay© non© of Peihhold licbuhr’a thesis that nasi Is 

moral -tut society is hsuoral.- For Bswoy, man* both as individuals cod 

as a society* can and So improve and enrich their lot* provided they 

avail themselves of the proper Method, the scientific, denotative 

method, “Against the social consequences generated by existing condi¬ 

tions there always steeds the Idea of other and hotter social eonsoq.- 

usmeos ’which a chrmga would bring into being,’1 (2) lfea*s moral life is 

an unrelenting quest for the hotter, the ideal, the more inclusive and 

integrated whole,With all the fervor of a Christian4 a vision of the 

Kingdom of Cod, hawey yoama for the treat Society which is to become 

the'Croat Community* f! ■& society',1 ho says, “in which the ever expanding 

end intricately ramifying consequences of associated activities shall 

be fcamm In the full mnm Of that word, so that an organised articulate 

Public comes Into being, fhe hipest and most difficult hind of inquiry 

and a subtle, delicate, vivid and responsive art Of eormnunication must 

tea© possession of the physical machinery of trsnnalsaion and circula¬ 

tion and breathe life into it... .Democracy will come into its Own, for 

democracy is a nan© for a life of free' and enriching communion, It has 

its mm in felt fthitem. It will have it® consummation when free 

social inquiry Is indissolubly wedded to the art Of full end moving 

communication,” (3) 

m mm (mp> p. 329. 
(2) Ibjd., p. 261. 
(3) ^^abllo^iOMJ!rQblMl. p. ish. 

i 
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  lliMsa   
In m address made to toe Relgious Hdueablon Association in Chicago 

1B XS‘03# Bewey said* 

"So attempt to fore# prematurely upon the child either the mature 
idea# or*spiritual emotions of the adult 1# to run the risk of a 
fraidasmtei danger, that of forestalling future deeper OKorpiences 
which sight otherwise lu their season become personal realities to 
hits* ft© may maks the child familiar with the fora of the Soul*s 
groat experiences of sin and reconciliation end peace, of discord 
and harmony of the individual with the deepest ^forces of the univores, 
before there is anything in hie own needs or relationships in life 
which makes it possible for him to interpret or to realise them...* 
If ssiho&B of teaching., .are being subjected to oarofal and systema¬ 
tic scientific study, how can those Interested in religion- yad who 
is not? - justify neglect of the most fundamental Of all educational 
questions, the moral and religious?" (1) 

la 190S he wrote an article primarily to ©rpiain to a British audience 

the difference between their attitude toward teaching religion to the 

public schools and the African attitude in which he advised that:11... 

Until the non-mpernaturol view is mm completely elaborated to all its 

Implications and Is more completely to possession of toe machinery of 

education, the schools shall keep hands Off (religion) and shall do as 

little as possible.W(S) In. the same article ho ssya that the Increase 

In the knowledge of nature has rendered the supra-natur© of traditional 

religion, if not incredible, at least difficult to believe, "fe measure 

the change from the standpoint of the mpra-natursi and we call It 

irreligious. Possibly If we measured it from toe standpoint of natural 

piety It ie fostering, the sense of the permanent and inevitable implic¬ 

ation of nature and man in a. common career and destiny, it would appear 

as the growth of religion." toe fact that the institutions fostering 

j the., traditional type of religion are confounded and are losing influ- 
i 

I erxca because of toe decay of cohesion, rather tom being evidence that 

to©' lellgious Education First Annual^Convention , 
Association, Chicago^’l§03#^ pp.oS-Sf,' p.6b. (Italics mine) 

(2) isllrlon in Our Gdhoolgf ffitobert Journal. July,190S, VI, this and 
the other quotations immediately following may bo found on no.796- 
S09. 

i 



religion is in do cadence, mates 11 a broader and acre catholic principle 

of human intercourse and association which is too religious to tolerate 

these pretensicns(of traditional religion) to monopolise truth and to 

mate a private possession of spiritual insight end aspiration9 a 

eoairamsatlon for which, u# are to tern devoutly. ®*ls Is m age contain¬ 

ing a tremendous intellectual rcadjuatagint than which in recorded 

history there is no greater, according to Dewey. At the moment m ere 

la an epochal transition* Because the change shatea the very founda¬ 

tions of human life and things as w© have conceived thorn* it it hound* 

Mmy says* to mate for a “loss of ;joy, of consolation and some typos 

of strength, and of some sources of inspiration**.,fhero is some 

paralysis of energy, and much excessive application of energy in a 

materialistic direction,*' So eager is he, however, for the new order 

that* in spite of the lalsaea fair© advice, ho writes - 

“Why, then, should we longer suffer from the deficiency of religion? 
We have discovered our lacks lot us sot the machinery in motion 
that will supply It* We hnvo mastered the elements of physical 
wcll-heingj we can mote light and heat to order, end cm commend 
the means Of transportation. I»ot us put a similar energy, good-will 
and thoughtfulness into the control of the things of the spiritual 
life. Having got to far no to search for proper machinery, the 
next step is easy, Education la the modern universal purveyor, and 
upon the schools rests the responsibility for see log to it that m 
recover our threatened religious hearltag©." (1) 

In the foregoing passages, we have witnessed what must have been 

j the birth ©f Dewey1© philosophy of the religious. (She phraee/ghilo- 

| aaphy of the religious", is used advisedly* for as we shall see there 

! i© for Dewey no philosophy of religion). Perhaps, this will In years to 

! com© mark the beginning of a now era in religious history. In any event 

It is bound to mark the beginning of a nrn stream of religious thoa#t 

CD -ibid. 



tfliog© future we cannot now eonjooturo. 

Bowey rejects the eupernaiurcl in any font as bo log unnatural 

sinera It is admittedly outside of nature, according to Mo tarileratand* 

ing. And la Its stood he makes human Intelligence, its proper use and 

Its abuse* a thing of religious significance. 

IMrlng the war years and up' to 1$20 TJowey scarcely enlarged upon 

Ms philosophy of the religions. By this time ho had put off oetse of 

the mmmnm that by using the proper ^machinery” us could “recover 

our threatened religions heritage,*1 Mm he writes; 

nBootry, art, religion ere precious things,... Shay are the out-flow* 
oring of thought cad desire that unconsciously converge lute a 
disposition of imagination as a result of thousands of dally episodes 
end contacts, ghov canpet he willed Into exletonce or coerced.,Into 
being. l%o triad of the spirit bloweth where it llststh and the 
kinsdora of God in such things doss not corns with observation. But 
while it io toaQiisihlo. to retain and recover by deliberate volition 
old sources of religion end art that have been discredited, it io 
possible to expedite tho dovolopmont of tho vitall: four ess of a 
religion and art that are yot to be. llot_ln?inea...,fe- ,&(itl.m^4lreet3^ 
alraed at their wtfedaetjon, but by substituting faith in the active 
tendencies of the day for dread and dislike of thorn* end by the ' 
courage of intelligence to fellow whither social and scientific 
changes direct us. We are weak today in ideal matters be cruse 
IsSgmfflB&saAaJto^ (D ' 

fee years later. the conclusion 

of s dlsoassioa of the place of alma and purposes la human life, Dewey 

points out that when, after deliberation* on® foreseen consequence in 

selected to be cogue a otirauluo to present notion, that oonsequencee does 

not become more raid because it has bean chooses. It Is end remains a 

part of an 11 indefinite context of othar eoaaaqueaeo# whidb arc as 

red m it is. She choosing io only instrumental in liberating action 

«n& loading It out of a problematic situation, ”$his service const!tut* 

cs tho solo meaning of aims and purposes.” (2) But this service is 

(1) £&gaa&fcmo-t.lpq in ffhilosonhy. n. 212. (italics rains) 
<2* ,IMM4tifetiu.!sL.^I.-,-G^MtioJ»* p. 261, 
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ephemeral at best, !!JFor tho mum of an indefinite context of conscq,- 

■0011030 front among which tho aim is selected enters into the present 

meaning of activity. *' fhc particular activity and Its *ond5 is Ilka a 

spotlight of Intelligence, Xfewoy cays, fixed for a moment in a 

** supporting bao'jigrotiM in a vogue whole, undefined end tmdiccriKimtea,® 

fhla spotlight allows m only to IlXmidact© the next step. She ate of 

may particular act, then, is of slight significance when viewed as & 

very email part of tho whole concourse of natural events, nothing hat 

conceit could convince no that our host efforts will ehenge tho cosmos. 

&ut,8ewey thinks, it is as tanreasonabl© to embrace a philosophy of 

■ despair and poestelstB beosueo of tho limitations that are placed upon 

our efforts, as it is to depend upon the illusion of external ■inportfmeo 

that tho idea of the supernatural gives our actions. Ho would disagree 
>2» .a 

as Bsadh with Selwpejdnmoy, Hartmann and leopard! as with Christian 

theisto, Whatever part of nature, hoi? ever wall, can ho modified hy 

our efforts la continuous with the whole of nature. In a very real my 

ivory act has infinite consequences. 

f^
,$2hat email effort which we can put forth is in turn connected with 
an infinity of events that sustain and support it. flic conscious¬ 
ness of this encompassing; infinity of connections Is Ideal, than m 
sense of tho infinite rohdi of on act physically occurring in a 
small point of space and occupying & potty instance of time cornea 
homo to us, tho ssamltw of a pro coat act is seen to he mot, im¬ 
measurable, unthinkable. Shis* Ideal is not a goal to bo attained. 
It Is a significance to ho foil, appreciated, though coasciousnoso 
of it cannot ho intolloctualises. .yet emotional appreciation of It 
is won only hy those willing to think.fl (1) 

It is not to ho supposed that Dewey hao boon forced to abandon his 

jlnglrcaantftileai because of tho meaning of a particular sot is uatMrk- 

kbl© in Its fullest context, for it is only hy tho instrumentality of 

m MM*> p. 863. 
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the mind that wo are able to sec such visions and behold such infinite 

vistas* 

la a sense, however, Dewey does lay aside the denotative method* 

the consciousness of the 11 encompassing infinity of connections" is not 

a goal to be attained; it denotes nothing specifiable* It is not a 

satisfaction that cornea of bringing the determinate out of the indeterm¬ 

inate. Bather it is the supremo value which is the fruit not of the 

determinate, but of the in&oterminate! It is the pearl of great price 

for which we would sell all that we have that we night possess it. 

f,...fh0re is a point in eyerv intelligent activity where effort 
ceases;where thought and doing fall bach upon a course of events 
which effort and reflection cannot touch. Shore Is a point i,p 
deliberate action whore definite thought fades Into the ineffable 
said un&efinabl© - into emotion," (1) 

ffcds-in-viev now become patty and inconsequential* At this point 

I believe that Dewey would agree with h.P.Bowne that "Mfe is greater 

than logic." Science and methods of inquiry give way to the sense of 

awe end wonderment. A mn*s character is not now so much molded by what 

ho fudges the world to be, m by what ho fudges, even though vag^ly, 

that it can bo for him and for his fellows, fhe great and precious 

values of life are no longer the by-product® of achievement, but the 

very essence of attaining, striving activity,What we may achieve or what 

we may fail to achieve are not important except as nodes which indicate 

the direction in which we are moving, fhe factual and the denotative'are 

only calibrations on an infinite scale by which we measure our progress, 

?Mle Dewey dees not commit himself to any such statements as are 

contained in the foregoing paragraph, they seem to be fair implications 

of the following statement, which is, perhaps, one of the moot 

(1) Hm*.' PP* 263^64. 
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significant anywhere in Dewey*s written work* 

*lhe religious osporiencs is a reality in so far as la the midst of 
effort to foresee md regulate future Gbjoots wo are sustained and 
easpaaded in feebleness md failure by the ses.se of m enveloping 
whole* Beaco in action not after it is the contribution of the ideal 
to conduct.” (1) 

Share is nothing in this passage with which the mystic or the 

Christian thaigt would radically disagree* She *®avoiopiag whole1 is • 

thought of symbolically by the latter and called Sod* 2vaa with this 

Bawoy would agree* But the thoiats further claim this symbol to ba 

existentially real* Shis is, to Dewey’s mind, idolatrous; wmsm have 

been idolaters worshipping symbols as things*” 

fhc function of art md religion Is to make manifest the sense 

of the whole, to nurture the appreciations and intimation® of it, 

to bring such to bear vitally upon the lives and conduct of sen. In thi 

sense, religion cannot commit itself to any dogmas or appropriate for 

itself any sort of tamtability. Bather it is devotion and loyalty 

to the possibility of a higher good, of higher values. It la not 

dogged clinging to the fixed, the static, but supreme devotion to the 

outreach of human aspiration, the dyaciaie. “Beligloa has lost itself 

in cult®, dogp&s and myths”, Dowsy says, ' Shat which seeks by such 

me BUS to satisfy is not religion but irroligion. It binds and 

throttles life instead of freeing end enriching if, fru© religion for 

Dewey might be epitomised in Jesus* words* |;I tm coma that they might 

have life and have it more abundantly*” 

Farther, the consciousness of the whole is intimately connected 

with and, perhaps, bast understood in the communal Ufa of mn. 

(1) Ibid, p. 3&k, 

9 
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G-enericslly religion end tribal honor, patriotism, and the social 

consciousness of the? coiauttnity vroro not to ha differentiated, as, for 

instance, tha pos Pim'w, the "local fGyptian dietios, sad the early 

Hebrew mandat sy. The parson was ml a part of the coainmity and its 
religion practices by Choice, but by birth. Religion was and is, says 

Devroy, a ** zonae of oivcsTunity", of mutud dojoudcnco, of sharing, of 
intimate social rdfttioRshipa. Seliloisraaahsr^a conception of religion 

as a sons© of "infinite dependence*1 rove a close to the heart of the 

matter". (i) At the same time, "Stallgion as a.sense of the whole is. 

the jfiicst individual Isod of all things, the mat spontaneous, Uftdafiti- 

abla and varied. For individuality signifies unique connections in 

the whole® (2) But the significance of the efforts of the individual, 

.lie defeats, Ms struggles aM hie conflicts is only felt in connection " 

fith the sense of coHcmmity, of the "enduring and comprehending whole." 

"Within fcho flickering inooncoqusntinl acts of sopar&te selvas 
dwells a sense of the jrhole. rhich claims and dignifies then. In 
its presence re put off mortality ana livo in tns universal. rho 
life of the oonnionity in which no live and hava our ha log ilsithe 
fit symbol of this relationship. The tacts-in which} we r- express, 
our perceptions of the ties which hind us to others; are its only 
rites and Ceremonies." (3) * 

In this connection,-Dewey*s estimate of immortality might he 

wmtione&. for its faster Issue iu 1923, the- Ifiw Ifprie glsm& inter* 

viewed Hawoy along with others as to his belief about personal 

immortality. His opinion was expressed in four or five linos. Ho 

states simply that ha finds no evidence for the belief, and that the 

fatter is for psychical science to investigate, fhis was apparently 

?n unwilling statement. It is perhaps the only mention of the subject 

to he found in his written worlcs. Judging from the sense of the 

(1) Ibid, p. 30?. 
(?) IM&» ■->• *531' 
(3) JMii. pp. 331-33?• 

j 



vnnsp/'B quoted in the foregoing paragraph, the efforts and activities 

of tho individual acquire thoir greatest value in thoir social context* 

the higher human values are not so much personal ae thoy arc social. 

Whatever immortality, then, the individual if: to have, ho is to enjoy 

through the influence his conduct and achievement may have upon fcho 

future of society* upon the future culture of his community. In this 

sense the individual puts off mortality and consigns himself to the 

future history of mankind. 3hilc his life consists of “flickering 

inconsequential acts'*, he is c<maclous that those acta which make up 

his life, though flickering, are not to ho comprehended by darkness* 

and though inconsequential are to have infinite coneeqaancao. fhe 

prospect is that human values will persist and be preserved so long as 

the human race and a human society or community continues to exist. 

But if over the sun should cool, or the earth cease to turn, or for 

any reason the human race should become extinct, thou human values, 

whether individual or social, would vanish. Such an expectation is 

eschatological, it is true, but it is also scientific, tfhie earth 

wae once inhospitable to life and it is scientifically predicted that 

in the process of tlse it will hocorns inhospitable again. Since, then, 

tlie whole of nature a® wo now understand It with the human race as one 

of its parte ia not expected to be "enduring", it ia hardly comforting 

or reassuring to human values. If our conseiousnaes of an "encompass¬ 

ing infinity of connections" and of "encompassing continuities" is 

connected finally with a cold, barren, lifeless harth, haw tragic it 

is that values exist for men now or in any limit of time for they are 

doomed to dust. Dewey holds that the- future ideal is effective only. 



:iti present conduct, but unless ike Ileal hsa :»or;s) joist of reference, 

ife i.; groundless. Vnrthar, it seesc-e that tv is point of reference n»u=t 

ii& &t i -a>;t ». rorsou c^blft of .nyprccliitlnj; the 

:enduring vliole the conscious ness* of which sustains &nd widergiruB huuan 

i value ju.Xyrmt s, .lenry fa Ison ""ioan In interpreting Dewey* s philoc*. 

jophy of the religious aeyo: 

Tide roll glen which fcr, D©vrey advocate© consists In giving sayrro® 
devotion to too highest possibilities of value which the exxt?ting 
world cp.a yield without bno7,-lug :a.:'oifIc"lly -.That those paarrtMXlfcies 
are. fa do not imoTj them because wo do not know, exeept in n vsfgr 
partial end tentative manner, idiot ia the nature of. this existing 
world which carries the possibilities,.,Our religion must be a 
striving to e.etuelisn the Mgheiji possibilities of value ft.vmi when 
.&sm .tessft Jm MOM at ms, iM 
Imagination. rmd even ebon the prccoas: which carries theca 
possibilities in but diaLjr or incorrectly discerned by us”, (1) 

But Dewey also (Stated that & person will could his character 

land direct his conduct according to tho character which ha recognises 

la Me world. (Cf* pg $$)', While such a Judgment may not be based 

upon haoiriodge and may be thought to extend beyond imagination, it ia 

!a Judgment of belief or faith, lad this faith for Dewey* as well as 

for Bad,, mast be «tha substance of things hoped'.'.for, the evidence of 
i 
jthings not seen*”* not forgetting with James the Apostle that.^faith, 
I 
'If It hath not works, is dead, being alone,8 

j Jtemy is right in withholding. himself from a dootrino of personal 
i ' 
I immortality, so long as he rejects a transcendental Qod, (A theiat 

| need not accept Besroy‘s aoaumptien that 6ed is s«|jarsia4ural*) But he 

•: ia also bound not to commit himself to the ii m of social immortality 

i or the social conservation of human vslunn, unless ho i© billing to 

| assert that this world will be endlessly md continuously hospitable 

C1) Bell cion in £o)m Dewey*.© 
”oJ. xi, Bo. 1, 'January, 1931, pp. ?, 19* 

h M& immlM Ma&Mm* 
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to the human organism* or conjecture on faith.the possibility of a’® 

transferring himself to some other hospitable planet, ffee alternatives 

seen to he that* either there siaal ho som& agency Jn nature which will 

guarantee the reality and conservation of teaaa values* personal and 

social, or we most resign ourselves to a cosmic pessimism, la a sons®* 

Dewey espouses neither, hut.remains agnostic, (Dewey would not 

appreciate the uas of the tors tngnosilo? to indicate his position, 

'^•Agsostieism1 is a shadow east by the eclipse of the supornatural... Its 

assnlag departs .when the intellectual outlook is directed wholly to the 

natural world.” (1) ). terhapo* it would he fairer to say with .Santayana 

that Dewey gives dominance to the fore,ground. With Voltaire ho is 

content to cultivate Ms little patch, la a spirit gosewhat different 

from Keats he could sayt 

0Beauty is truth* truth beauty,—that is all 
Ye know on earth* cad ell ye need to teow,B 

In any ©vent Dewey feels that he in not committed to the alternatives. 

fonsOciuently, ho need neither affirm or deny a doctrine of personal 

■ immortality. In 1925 he wrote in Ibmonigsnea; g^d Sfofojret 

’’fidelity to the nature to which w© belong, as parts however weak* 
| demands that w© cherish our desires and Ideals till wo have con- 
I verted them into intelligence, revised them In term of the ways 

end noons which nature mates possible. When wo have used our 
thought to the utmost ©ad have thrown into th« • moving balance of 
things our puny strength, we know that though the universe sley 
us still we trust, for our lot is mo with whatever is good in 
existence. Wo know that such thought and effort is one condition 
of coming into existence of ouch thought and effort is one condition 
of coming into existence of the bettor, As far as we are concerned 
it is condition, for It alone is our power. To ask for more than 
this is childish! but to ask lorn is a recreance no less egotistic. 
Involving no less e cutting of ourselves from the universe than do©§ 
the expectation that it meet and satisfy our every wish. To ask 
in good faith as such as this from ourselves is to stir into motion 
ovary capacity of imagination, end to exact from action over? skill 

tt) kSmmMM* p. s$. 



and bravery," (1) 

In 193^ Dewey published a little book entitled A Comon Pgith. 

which is at once m apologetic of his views of the religious exper¬ 

ience and a' polemic against supernaturalinm and realistic theism. ®here 

is little in it that cannot bo found or inferred from statements else¬ 

where in Dewey* e works. However, so met points are Bade more explicit 

Mid several are rather strikingly put, and for those reasons demand 

our further consideration. 

Sewey is always very cautions of substantives and Is especially so 

In his treatment of ih© religious. Iha first of the three chapters 

of 4 Oerasaon lattb ia devoted to differentia ting between a religion, 

religion sad tho religious. 

111 ara not proposing a religion, but rather the ©mancipation of 
elements and outlooks that my bo called religious...a rolglon 
{...there is as such tiling as religion in general) always 
signifies a special body of beliefs and practices having corns 
kind of institutional organisation, loos© or tight. In contrast, 
the adjective * religious * denotes nothing in the way of a 
specifiable entity, either institutional or an a system of beliefs. 
...It denotes attitudes that my bo taken toward ©very object and 
ovozy proposed ideal or end,” (2) 

fhe rollgioue is, then, simply & ouality or property which ©marges 

over and above theordinary satisfactions of creating a determinate 

situation, or the usual judgments of value In the ordinary activities 

of human living, Shll© it is not a specif table entity, neither docs 

it scorn to bo a specifiable property for Bewoy. 

im W&B pointed out very early in tho discussion of Dewey* a 

Ihstrusnaatalisa, the human organism, along with other organisms, an 

interaction with its environment has two possible. methods of adjusting 

itself. Dither It can accommodate itself to tho environment, or it 

(!) i&B&Elff&fia and laiure. pp. 420-421, 
($) iLMmm jfa&sti* PP» s, o, io. i 



3&n operate upon the environment as to adapt and modify the external 

sonditiona to its wants and purposes. Such adjustment goes forward 

a particular instances. But, Dewey points out, there is a further 

sense in which we modify ourselves in relation to the world, This 

modification comprehends our whole Being, and is, therefore, enduring, 

f It lasts through any amount of vicissitude of circumstances, internal 

sad external, Thera is a composing end harmonising of the various 

elements of our Being such that, in spite of changes in speeial 

conditions that surround us, these conditions are also arranged, 

settled, in relation to us,w (1) While this plenary modification is 

fuBmissive, it is also voluntary? not voluntary In the sense of a 

specific act of the will, but a complete change of the will. The 

Christian religion has recognised this as the illumination By the 

Holy Ghost and conversion, Dewey says, "An •adjustment1 possesses the 

will rather than is its express product, 

It is By means of this modification of the whole personal Being 

that we arrive By imaginative extension at the idea of the whole, or 

the Universe. 

"Keither observation, thought, nor practical activity can attain 
that complete unification of the self which is called a whole. The 
whole self is an ideal, an imaginative projection,..And it is 
pertinent to note that the unification of the self throughout 
the ceaseless flux of what it does, suffers and achieves, cannot 
Be attained in terms of itself. The self is always directed 
towf§d soma thing Beyond itself and so its own unification depends 
upon the idea of the integration of the shifting scones of the 
world into that Imaginative totality we call the universe.(2). 

!i 

The parallel Between this statement and one of Luther^ is inter¬ 
esting. Luther said; n I believe that I cannot by my own reason 
or strength come to the Lord Jesus Christ or Believe in him, But 
that the Holy Ghost hath ...called me By the .Gospel, enlightened me 
with His gifts* sanctified and preserved mo in the true faith..." 
Ibid, p. 16. 
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Sines this unification d# the self cannot ho willed into being, 

Dewey says* religionists hat© been right la assuming that it arose from 

sources outside of conscious deliberation. But, he Infers, they wore 

misled in supposing that those sources were supernatural. He himself 

does not account for them, but it is to be supposed that they are 

inherent in nature* It is difficult to understand what these sources 

peyond conscious awareness might be if "the unification of the self 

cannot.be attained in tarras of itself3 and if ”the self is always 

directed toward something beyond itaolfH. Certainly the personal, 

avaluating self could not direct itself toward something impersonal 

and insensible to human values. to attain unif ication. Dewey seems to 

disinherit humanism and. yet not accept theism. 

Cm© is impressed with the Just criticisms which Dewey mates of 

supernatural!so* especially of some modern remnants of its earlier 

orassneae, But one also feels that ha has thrown the baby out with the 

hath water, H© writes* supernatural Isa * consists in administration 

of the temporal* finite and human in relation to the eternal and 

infinite, by moan® of dogma and cult* rather than the regulation of the 
■■U 

events of life by understanding of actual conditions," (1) 

Certainly he does not mean to say that there is nothing more to theism 

and supernaturaXism than dogmas and cults, fo be sore they have been 

abused and perverted by such* but so was science thwarted and abused 

by the earn© rnn in the some mi leu, Dewey seems to want to visit the 

ilnaof the fathers upon the children, fhjporn&turolism is not the only 

hhfng that tee boon invaded by dogmas sand cults. 

(1) i5cimrience,jmdJmturoa 1925, pg. 55. 
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Concerning the moral import of hollo* or faith Bowoy writes: 

Slier© is a difference between "belief that is a conviction 
that some end should he supreme over conduct, and "belief that 
some object or being exists aa a truth for the intellect. 
Conviction in the moral sense signifies being conquered, van* 
quiabod, in our active nature by an ideal end; it signifies 
acknowledgment of its rightful claim over our desires and 
purposes. Such acknowledgment is practical, not primarily 
intellectual. It goes beyond evidence that can be presented 
to any possible observer,,.,.,.fho authority of an ideal over 
choice and conduct is the authority of aa ideal not a fact, of 
a truth guaranteed to intellect, not of the status of the one 
who propounds the truth,H (1) 

A few pages further on he expands upon the same theme: 

"fhe reality of ideal ends and values in their authority over us 
N Is an undoubted fact,,.Any other conception of the religious 

attitude, when it is adequately analysed, means that those who 
hold it care more for force than for ideal values—since all 
that an Sxistance can add is forco to establish, punish, end to 
regard,w (2) 

Dewey would have us believe that the love the Christian Gospel 

teaches if forced upon its believers by an insistence, that it is not a 

conviction, a being conquered and vanquished by an ideal. He would have 

us assume that no other interpretation of the fon Commandments is 

possible except that they are the fiats of an Existence, Into obedience 

of which human beings are unnaturally forced. Such an existence, , 
'i 

properly understood, could, however, furnish a point of reference for 

the Ideal ends and values, which Dewey prises, beyond a society of 

p®ycho*mentsl organisms whoso very existence is contingent upon ( 

astrophysics! factors beyond its control, and could furnish some 

semblance of a guarantee of the reality of those ideal ends and 

values beyond an ephemeral and pathetic complacency, 
i? 

'* But, HDependence upon an external power," Dewey says, He the 

(|1) A Common Faith. up. 20, 21. 
$2) zm* p. 

i 
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counterpart of sur rondo r of human endeavor." (1) Mon have never 

ncnomplishod madh because they have passively waited for an external 

power "to do the work they are responsible for doltig». According to 

the some reasoning governments should he abolished bo canoe the dole 

makes man inactive and dependent upon them. 

While rearranging its content radically Dewey retain a the tern 

•Sod*. "It denotes", ho says* "the unity of all ideal ends arousing 

us to desire and action." (2)' Hie idea of God is grounded In natural 

forces and conditions: which are the sufficient conditions of ill© 

realisation of the ideal, these are* of courso, primarily social. And 

it is projected in Imaginative rehearsed not-yet. 
w¥e era in the presence neither of ideals completely embodied in 
existence nor yet Of ideals that arc more rootless ideals, ' • 
fantasies, utopias, for there ar© f ores© in nature and society 
that generate and support the ideals, They are further unified 
by the action that gives them coherence and solidity. It ia this 

• active relation between ideal end actual to which I would give the 
nans *Oad» l!, (3) 

This is not & pantheism, nor a humanism. It might be called 

Anthropothoiaca, providing man in thought of as a society and not as an 

individual* Though this is not far removed from the old tribal worship, 

Downy does not mm to limit it to any class or group. It is to be as 

universal as nature is universal., .Democracy is to be its temple and 

ociontisfca its teachers,and artists its priests. Its predominant 

feature seems to be brotherhood, cooperation, tolerance and mutual 

regard, sharing and friendship. The new Jerusalem is to be a Groat 

Community, one whole so®, integrated* harmonious society of ell men. 

Intelligence will ba at once the priest and the sacrifice* 
| "One of the few experiments in the attachment of emotion to ends 
| that mankind has not tried is that of devotion, so intense as to 
I ba religious* to intelligence as & force in social notion. (4) 

m ima.' n. 46. 
(2) Ibid, p. 42. 
(3) IM§» P* 501. 
(4) ibid, p. 79. 



"She community of causes and consequences in which wot together 
with those not tom, arc onrooshed in the widest and deepest 
symbol of the mysterious totality of being the imagination calls 
the univorso. It is the embodiment for sense and thought of 
that encompassing scop® of existence the intellect cannot grasp. 
It is the Matrix within rfhlch our ideal aspirations are bom and 
brad. It is the source of the raises that the morel imagination 
projects as directive criteria and as shaping purposes. 

She continuing life, of this comprehensive community of beings 
includes ell the significant aehlovoraant of man in science and 
art and all kindly offices of intercourse and communication, It 
holds within its a ntent all the material that gives verifiable 
nintoilectuel support to our ideal faiths, A •creed* founded 
upon this material will change and grow, but it cannot be shaken. 
Shat it surrenders it gives up gladly because of now light and 
not as a reluctant concession. What it adds,, it adds because 
so# knowledge giver, further Insight into conditions that bear 
upon the formation and oxocution of our life purposes”. (1) 

‘"She things in civilisation we most prise arc not of ourselves, 
f-hoy exist by grace of the doings and sufferings of the con¬ 
tinuous human community in which wa are a link. Ours if the 
responsibility of conserving, transmitting, rectifying and 
expanding the heritage 'of values wo have raeoived that those 
who coma after us say receive it more solid end secure, more 
widely accessible and more generously shared than no havo 
received it. Here are all the elements for a religious faith 
that shall not be confined to sect, class or race. Such a 
faith has always boon implicitly the common faith of mankind. 
It remains to make it explicit and militant, (2) 

Ibid, p. 87, 

! 
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ik Critical Comparison and Estimate of These Two Interpretations 

Of Reunion 

Metaphysics 

Beginning from a biological, evolutionary hypothesis about nature 

and man as a part of nature, both James and Dewey recognise two funda¬ 

mental characteristics of the whole situations a continuity in nature 

and a discontinuity in nature. Their respective interpretations of these 

observed characteristics mold their metaphysical views. 

The very fact that James and Dewey recognise a discontinuous char¬ 

acter in nature precludes their being identified with tho mechanistic 

naturalism of Laplace, Their biological, evolutionary interpretations 

of nature place them in some respects with the biological naturalists. 
/ 

Both assume the category of organism and the irreversibility of the 

biological evolutionary processes. While both would arrange themselves 

with the views of the vltalists rather than the mechanists within the 

school of biological naturalism, this point of view characterises Dewey 

more especially. James belongs rather more to a third type of naturalism 

«* psychological naturalism, which recognises that the ‘higher* forma 

in nature such as self-conscious activity cannot be reduced to the lower 

forms of biological response. Dewey also very definitely aligns himself 

with this point of view, but his emphasis on the stability or instabil¬ 

ity of the organism makes him have somewhat more in common with the 

biological naturalists than doss James. On the whole, however, both are 

psychological naturalists. 
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live rocognitionof levels within nature and the irreversability of 

biological development, that the ‘higher* forme are not reducible to 

the ‘lower* forms, gives rise to tho doctrine of levels, which is in 

the last analysis a metaphysical problem. It revolves around m inter¬ 

pretation of tho continuity and tho discontinuity in nature. Briefly 

the problem is thloi If nature la continuous, what accounts for tho 

observed difference between the 'higher* and 'lower* levels? And if 

the levels in nature are diseontinaus, what and whence is the new 

factor at each higher level? Baergent evolution holds that the new 

levels are new relation-ia tt%us within the neutral elements, of nature, 

and that -these new patterns are new characteristics which cannot be 

predicted from a knowledge of the previous patterns, Shis appears to 

argue for a basic discontinuity in nature, At the cam time, if it 

appears that the same laws or basic principles apply at all levels in 

nature, there seems to be a basic continuity In nature. If one assumes 

that nature is a continuous development from one level to another, then 

one mast bo prepared to account for the new characteristics at now 

levels and tho- non~msehanical, unpredictable emergence of tho new 

levels. If nature is discontinuous, then one must be prepared to give 

his reasons for denying the intervention of an extra-natural, creative 

and directive power, 

&a no stated at the outset, Dawoy and -dames hold that there io at 

one© a continuity and a discontinuity In nature, but their interpreta¬ 

tions of these characteristics are radically diff©rent, [James holds 
| 

that the continuity is psychologicalj he calls it the stream of 
1! 

thought or of consciousness,Jfhe discontinuity for him is In external 
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nature- tli® pluralistic universe* i Whatever continuity exists is intro*-1 

ducsd by the operations of conscious intolligonco, ‘comaonting* upon 

and bringing nm relations and continuities oat at the. vast unrelated* . 

nom at nature, Ho ban m hesitancy in assuming a suparhujnan iatellig- 
c 

ones to account far the relatednass which exists In nature apart frost 
V 

that achieved by human intoiligaace.J • ■ 

Bow©y,on the other hand, makes his primary postalsto the continue' 

ity of mturo. Ho is, then, relieved of the necessity of introducing a 

supernatural agent tc account • for tha emergence of now and higher 

levels. However, in order to esplsla this ho introduces the idea of 

discontinuity which is a preceriousnoee as & quality of rolatedaesa at 

any lore! in nature, but tsere particularly at the psycho-phyaleailiuB 1, 

Discontinuity or iMotominatonees is a problem of an organism, end 

apart from m organism has no meaning, fra® enough, by inquiry or by 
i 

instinct the. organism reconstructs tha determinate, or recaptures the 

continuum of nature, frequently at higher, richer levels, which are at 

the tmm time sere precarious. But this only explains how the »M#er* 

level Is attained; It dons not explain in what sense one level is . 
u! , ; 
*M^jor* than another in terms of continuity. Organisation for Its Own 

mdse is msaaingloss. It certainly is a matter of indifference to a 

carbon molecule whether it is a part of an organism or not. It obvious¬ 

ly makes no difference to the turn whether l to rsya maintain the " 

to^emtar® of the earth* a surface ,1uet a few degrees above tide frees* 

lag point or not. l*hs point ia this - the continue® of nature may 

account for the necessary conditions of higher levels within it, bat 

it does not provide the necessary end sufficient conditions, Her does 

i j 



the complications introduced by discontinuity, unless, as Jamas says, 

there is a consciousness at the very beginning that purposely injects 

the observed discontinuity as a hind of *divine discontent' into nature, 

If ‘higher* end ‘lovrer’ are to mean anything sore than more complicated 

and loss complicated, that is, if there Is to he any significant novel¬ 

ty in the forms?, it seems inescapable that there must he in this world 

hut not of it an agent, a personal force, for whoa tho ‘higher' is 

higher and more significant* Otherwise, forms and relations of whatever 

sort are only, as someone has said - merely cosmic weather. It stands 

as an incontrovertible fact that# 

"Our ultimate standard of worth is an ideal of personal, worth. 
All other values are relative to value for, of or in a person."(1) 

fo he sure the determination and stability of the levels in nature and 

their integration to the continuity of nature are significant for an 

organism since they are the necessary conditions of its existence as an 

organism. But that ite existence should be significant depends upon its 

"being in turn tho necessary condition for the attainment of some value 

for someone. 

James posits his pluralistic universe not upon a logical need, hut 

la order to meet a spiritual need, Vihon Dewey antes progressive 

integrations within nature a. scale of values he approximated the same \ 

thing, since the directive power of tho ideal does not need a logical 

warrant. On the other hand, James* relegating tho soul to neural 

processes "between the head and the throat exposes him mechanistic 

difficulties. But usually ho was aware of a central nucleus of 

"palpitating inward life." It was on this that he "built hid 

(1) f.H,Green, Prolegomena to Bthics* p. 210. 
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metaphysics. Porhaps, Sewoy moans the same thing 'by 'the striving 

organism*, but the organism Is derived through natural processes for 

■ Dewey, while tbs Inner self 90009 to bo wnderivod for 3$mnm 

TM9J>Xg~MJMm 
It is in a nature characterised % '* contingency and need, movement 

sad arrest*’ that values aria© for the human organism according to Dawsy. 

As wo hare scon, ho recognises two typos of valuai tbo values which 

accompany tbo satisfaction which is exparioneed whan the determinate* 

Is wrought out of the Indatorminatoj a situation and its solution. And 

the values which accompany the sense of continuity and growth threw# 

the endless fluctuations and indotarminatlona of nature* Both types 

are the result of intelligent choice on the part of the human organism. 

Perhaps, they are in the final analysis the same. In point of fact, 

©very bit of proper thinking 1ms a practical factor - to preserve and 

osetond the Integration of the organism In interaction with its environ¬ 

ment. fho human organism identifies its own destiny with the outcome of 

events. Hecosuarily, the kind of choices which the organism mates and 

the, actions to which It committs itself .are determined by the Character 

which the whole of nature is assured to have, ( Gf, Pg, 56) Dewey* s 

esthetics probably bast illustrate the value situation. !£he problem of 

art is to mate explicit the Implicit coherence in any problematic 

situation and In the individual's total experience, the wider the 

contest and the longer the prospect of continued and intelligent action 

the more valuable the activity is to the individual and to society. 
* 

i On the whole dares would agree with the foregoing analysis, with 
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e» important difference, however* which perhaps cannot he adequately 

proved, hat which seems nonetheless evident, "Mia James recanted' 

publicly and changed the title of Ms essay, fha .Will to Believe. to 

$he Blight to Believe, I do not think that ho over entirely banished the 

ios’s®? from Ms thought* With James, as with. Bowey* value otaorgoa m a 

quality of events when m individual Is confronted with the- necessity 

of making a dholes. Indeed, for James, there there is no choosing there 

is m mentality, for Dewey, however, mental operations might produce 

the determinate oat of the indeterminate situation without encounter* 

lag the necessity of staking a choice of moans, hence a fact might ha 

.Una without being valuable. (Of. pg, 36) liras a plan Of actios might 

he merely an expedient, $h© difference scorns to. resolve itself into 

this - for damao what a man does and what ho oho coo to do in determined 

fey his estimate of himself. **$ha problem,., .with man in loss what act 

ho shall now choose to do, than what being ho shall...,now resolve to 

become.** Hhile for Dewey a man1® estimate of the character of the world 

in which ho lives and moves and has Ms being, determines what ho shall 
9 

choosa and do. According to James, man fashions and creates values out 
■1 

of a vast neutral, pluralistic nature or environment, that he creates 

depends upon his inner convictions. Values are impressed upon, or 

wrought out of the neutral elements of experienee. Hones a man earn ftjUl 

into being that which doss not presently exist, sad once it exists it 

is Just as reel as ary other part of existence. Of course, what Is 

| er^ated in any specific situation is limited by. the elements of that 

1 situation. One could not build a good house with one brick, but that 

| would not proven! him from making other bricks end using that on© brick 

1 
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in its walls. fha brain is possibly a necessary condition for thinking, 

but it is not therefor© the only means by which the thinking activity 

may proceed, that la created out of nature depends upon, non® intellig¬ 

ence, but what intelligence creates does not depend wholly upon 

©sternal nature. 

It seems that Dewey, on the other hand, looks upon man as a erection 

of nature. Iha organism is precipitated Into an unstable situation from 

which it mast extricate itself. If it is successful, the method that It 

used to do so is practical. But beyond being practical the method must 

produce such consequences as era tenable in the long run, which are, in 

other words, in gear with nature, fthen different sets of consequences 

are available the organism must choose with as much foresight an pos¬ 

sible those consequencas which are most coherent with the whole of 

nature in which and by which he must live. Hence, the individual’s 

estimate and understanding of the character of the natural world deter¬ 

mines which set of consequences he should choose. She natural values of 

man, then, are the wider and deeper adjustments and integrations to Ms 

natural environment. Such adjustments, rather than being the express 

products and creations of the will, possess the will. &■ value, then, 

appears to he an understood necessity. Values are natures Imperatives 

and emerge under the duress of unstable conditions. Dewey’s am 

estimate of nature is that It is characterised by ''contingency end 

need, movement and arrest.0 those activities, then, that consistently 

| disperse need and overcome arresting obstacle®, that promote growth 

j and continued movement and action, are valuable. Consciously or 

unconsciously the goal of life is survival* and he who understands 



what he is sad what he mat do# physically sad socially# can make 

significant, valuable choices to that end, ion does create, hut ho must 

create within the limits of what he understands and estimates the 

natural world and hio place within it to ho, to survive, a man must 

recreate and readjust so as to produce the widest and deepest integra¬ 

tion In nature that ho can, fhle is not a mechanistic point of view# 

hut It is thoroughly naturalistic. Obviously there is no place in 

nature,08 Dewey understands nature# for the supernatural, Dor is there 

ary necessity for extending the natural to include any transcendent 

principle or power, 

MMm 
necessarily the differences of James* and Dewey*s theories of 

•mine are reflected in their respective ethical theories. Beth begin 

rora a statement that the moral situation arises nhm the individual is 

Confronted with the necessity of deciding# Choosing between the C'bla values which will accrue from alternate modes of conduct, 

cularly when those values are incompatible, Incompatible either 

fdth each other or with toe character of the chooser. Both Jams and 
* 

Dewey recognise that supreme aims and interests, having been developed 

prior to too moral situation, are the preconditions of the moral 

situation, Some prior value is at stake in toe moral crisis. But toe 

«source or seat of these supremo values is different for each of them. 

Before entering upon that comparison# it Is necessary to contrast 

their respective views of the moral situation, She morel attitude for 

Dewey is conscientiousness, which memos that mm met constantly strive 
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for the batter - "She highest form of conscientiousness Is interest in 

constant progress.** She moral problem lias within the scale of good- 

better-best. It is not a matter of what is right and what is wrong in 

conduct. Indeed, Dewey says, "Moral theory cannot arise when there is 

positive belief as to what is right and what is wrong.,.** fhe Moral 

situation may shake the character of the whole person to its very 

foundations, because it might well involve a radical Change of view as 

to what is better than the presenting body of habitual modes of conduct. 

£hen the old habits have to be torn out and replaced with new ones which 

will comprehend the batter mode of conduct. She morally good nan not 

only gauges what he does by a standard, but is eager to revise and 

improve hie standard. In the social .context lie may seek: to "change by 

concerted effort existing institutions, and direct."exist!ng tendencies 

to new end.” Since society furnishes the individual with his standards 

and Ms supreme ideals and aims, his moral life is inextricably bound 
with 

upAhis communal life and the better which he seeks is social better- 

meat. But not infrequently when an individual seeks to better the aims 

and interests of society, the existing social standards overpower him. 

She radical of one generation is the next generation* s conservative, 

Ivan eo, his revolutionary effort is not insignificant and can be 

morally ennobling, depending upon the judgment of his colleagues and 

of future generations. Education is therefore! a great moral force, since 

it passes on the best achievements of the past and inspires the search 

forsthe better in the future. Once again, peace and assurance comas 

in moral action not after it. It is based upon the conviction that life 

Can become better. Shere can be no absolute standard; what is good and 



what is bottoy depends upon ths concrete situation and tbs achievement 

up to that time. Laws as standards of conduct are sad© for man In a 

society, not man and society for the laws; * She" Sabbath was mad© for 

man. not man for tho Sabbath,*1 

Jams would agree that man*© moral interest is constantly in the 

better, but, for him, moral action is for tho better against active 

negative forcos. For him, life is a “real fight*1 against 11 something 

really wild, in the universe." fhe moral good is wrested from the 

forces ©sols in the universe, Moral values aro achievements as well as 

constructions, they are reformations as well a© reconstructions. So be 

sure we may too easily content ourselves with the merely good, and 

thus lose tho better « 

And oftentimes, to win us to our harm, 
fhe instruments of darkness tell us truths, 
fin us with honest trifles, to betray* s 
In deepest consequence, 

fhe moral struggle is not a relative matter, however} it is a real 

struggle against a real force, Great sectors of the spiritual life, are 

to bo gained or lost* Jamas* view of tho matter is frankly dualistic, 

or perhaps bettor - pluralistic. 

Whereas Dewey mates society the reference frame for moral 

activity,' James is convinced that the morel straggle is a matte? of 

cosmic importance and that It must refer to com© higher personal power 

for whoa the issue Is significant, 

"She capacity of the strenuous mood lies so daop down among our 
natural human possibilities that even if there war© no metaphysical 

! or traditional grounds for believing in a God, man would postulate 
on© cimply as a pretost for living hard, and getting out of the 
gam© of" existence Its keenest possibilities of seat. Our attitude ■' 



towards concrete evils is entirely different la a world where we 
believe there are none hat finite domandors, from what It is In 
one where m joyously fade tragedy for an infinite demffiuder*s saho, 
livery sort of energy end endurance, of courage and capacity for 
handling life*a evils, is set free in those who have religions 
faith# For this reason the strenuous type of Character will on the 
battle field of hasten history always outwear the easy-going type • 
and religion will drive irreligion to the wall.” (1) 

Being hy tesperament and eonviotion an individualist, James redded 

the of society as inadequate for moral endeavor .and 

fescomed instead wa living then with whom the whole man may have deal¬ 

ings1* and who could sympathise with and appreciate moral achievements# 

thus the grounding of the morel postulate demanded, James felt, that he 

should posit theism# In the passage just quoted James refers to 11 an 

infinite demanded* later he discarded the idea of Hod* a being infinite, 

for he believed that only a finite fled, a ee-warrior against evil, for 

whms evil was really evil, mat the demands of man* a moral nature# In a 
! \ . 

sense, James* Hod was not a supernatural Hod, but simply superhuman! 

Hod has to dial' with the same half-wild, half-saved universe and strives 

to reform the universe even as we do# Without such an idea of Hod there 

would be no guarantee of the permanence of the ideal order{2). As long 
\ i 

as we have the assurance that the moral struggle, though real, is not \ 

futile, but will in any ease mean something for Hod, moral effort is '> - 

worth man*® suffering and his sacrifice, this argumsat as it stands can1 

hardly hold together, for If the fi^it is to be a real fight for Hod, 

there must he the possibility of a real lose for Hod as well as of a 

real Accordingly James holds that the ultimate outcome is not 

assured even far Hod. She crus of the matter is that our moral effort 
» 

or the absence of it may ultimately be the decisive factor, since Hod 

:i) gSaUttn fo Believe. p. 213. 
\2) .Ijragmaiijsnt, p# 106. 
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may draw strength for us. In my event this world,. its form, organic 

and inorganic, its human societies may pass awey, but tho moral worth 

of our thoughts mid deeds will remain. 

She moral demand for Hod Is not games* primary argument for the 

existence of Sod. It is only & supporting evidence. It Is an Inference 

from games* judgment of the character of the whole of nature and human 

life, She principal argument for Hod’s existence will he treated a few 

pages further on* Suffice it to say for tho present, that games would 

scarcely yield to Dewey in ’being naturalistic, fo games* mind the 

supreme and demanding interests of mm outrun the immediately oopeiw 

lanced natural forces of this world, physical and social, and project 

themselves Into a higher, though not © discontinuous, realm of nature, 

fo him tho inconspicuous moral efforts of tho simplest day-laborer mm 

as significant as tho works of the most erudite moralist. One' might 

produce morally good deeds with a minimum of Intelligence, or intellect¬ 

ual skill. Ho amount of discipline in the scientific method could 

detract from the value of a morally good act. Morality, for him, depend¬ 

ed pot so ranch on method as upon devotion to the supreme ideals, which 
V ti 

devotion in turn made ©rose ideals real. Such devotion was as natural 

as the demand for truth or scientific fact* 
{ 

| 

I mut&m 
! 

la the field of religion proper the divergence in games* and 

Dewey* s thought 1© seen at its widest cleavage, fhely estimates of 

I religious, experience seen to differ radically end their conceptions of 

| God seem to he at considerable variance. Since neither had any great 
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Interact os? do els IT© views OR personal immortality, that subject am be 

omitted from tbs pro coat discussion, 

3?or dames tbo religious experience is specifiable, distinct from 

any other type of experience, that is* the religious in itself can be 

©sseriencedi it is not merely a goaltty of a concrete experience, fhls 

it argued on two grounds, first, the practical effects of tbo experience 

of the religious upon the conduct and ©motional welfare of the individual, 

having the experience, and second, the specif table experience of inner, 

spiritual 1! wrongness'1 and the resolution of the sense of ’’wrongness1' 

under certain specifiable conditions, Ultimately this oxperionos Is of 

a relation between m objectively real power or powers and the Individ- 

•sal having the osporionco, the logic of the argument seems to run as 

follows} - fhe meaning of a concept or idea consists of its practical 

consequences, what difference it makes, fho idea of God has empirical 

consequences; it mains a difference In our conduct, our sense of values, 

?nd the inner harmony of ourselves, our personalities, Sine© the con- 

£;oquoncsa of believing in Sod are significant* valuable, the idea of 

Cod is true, And sines the idea of Sod has & determinate meaning in 

rmperioal experience end is true, therefore the Idea mast have or 

tymbolise a reality which has an objective existence. Beyond this 

irgoment thou#, the compelling evidence was what dames felt to ho the 

direct experience of Sod, vague in himself and more clearly in otters 

i hose experience ht Investigated, 

In contrast Sewey holds that the religious experience la not 
i ; 
specifiable, but rather a qualitative property of human conduct and 

activity, a by-product of life-processes, He points...out,...in .contra- - 



distinction iron James, that there is .no- direct experience of religion 

of of a religious object, 

*'It Is the claim of religions that thoy effect tills generic end 
enduring change in attitude (adjustment). I should lilt© to turn the 
statement around and say that whenever this change tehee place 
there is a definitely religions attitude, It Is mot a religion that 
brings it about, hut shea it occurs, from whatever cause and by 
whatever rasas, there is a religious outlook and function*” (1) 

So called religions do indeed produce profound changes in attitudes, 

but they arc not the only means by which each Changes cam be produced, 

She earns sad can be accomplished without talcing Sod, or any set of 

beliefs into account* 

v Shore io aa-interesting parallel between J«OQS* sense of wrongness 

and Idle consequent saving experience'which corns© from s w wider self” 

and the following statement from Dewey - 

"Bellgious experience is a reality in so far as in the midst of 
effort to foresee and regulate future objects we are sustained 
end expanded in feebleness and failure by a sense of an envelop¬ 
ing whole,t! 

At first .glance those two ideas teem to mean tbs same thing ms1 

possibly they do pragmatically, But they are given a radically differ¬ 

ent content by their respective proponents* She sense of wrongness for 

Jamba is a moral deficiency, while our feebleness and failure is for 

Dewey the limitation end inability of our powers to cops with certain 

problematic situations. By a wider self James meant a person* s better 

jself and the superhuman self, or Sod, with whom the human self was 
i 

continuous and by whom saving experiences COM* ■ Dewey*s "enveloping 
i 

hholeH means a all the conditions of nature and human association that 

support sad deepen the sense of values which carry ode through* periods 
i 

j»f darkness and despair5^ (2) "Xa its (the enveloping '■diole,a) presence 

ii) A Jtesa 1§|&*» BP. 16-17. m im- pprp.15. 



m put off mortality and live‘in the inxivoreal."!!) According to 

Soiree if what apparently are two hypothecs© yield the seas experient¬ 

ial consequences,- the hypotheses are om and the same, In the amain the 

experiential consequences of Barnes1 sad Dewey* e hypotheses soem to he 

iha 3aae.jr«ase* hypothesis colls for Sod in order to cop© with the 

personal moral sad spiritual needs of men, Dewey*e hypotheoio edls for 

an ideal socrlety in order to enters with the method® Of solenee and 

of education, Dewey*® hypothesis is mm naturalistic, while Smmn*- 

Is more isysilcsl, 

' iowey retains the term Sod and holds that it ^denotes the unity of 

all Ideal ends arousing us to desire and actions,11 (2) BIt is,,.(the) 

active relation between ideal and actual to which I would give the 

name *8©d*<,.(3) fhe question of the truth, or practical value, or 

objective existence doss not. enter .into the matter* Dowoy simply pro* 

posos to lot the torm*So&* moon the unity of all ideal ends. Such a 

nominal ostonsivo definition is neither true nor falsa and cannot ho 

argued, -She active relation between the idsai and actual is first 

e^rionead and. then Is named §©d, Shis relation Is not an existence* 

nor is it purely imaginative, wWe arc in the presence neither of Ideal a 

completely embodied in existence, nor yot of ideas that arc more root* 

loss ideals, fantasies, utopias,8 (4) Still this relation is not 

entirely subjective, wfor they© are forces In nature and society that 

generate and support ideals,8 (5) that these forces are Dewey never 

explains! they were not recognised as being active in the pre-human or 

j>ro»sociaX levels of nature. Bo will not call them Sod in the theistlc 

.. coat©, bseause ho feels that, theism duplies suporaaturslisra, But ha   
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would scarcely dony that tech 8forces In nature and society4' do trans¬ 

cend the Individual. Scithor psychology nor omsrgeni evolution can 

explain what these forces are'or whence they eota®. *1 have nothing to 

do with tho origin of the mental powers,. any more than t have with that 

of life itself," (1) Darwin once wrote* It eosasa evident that those 

forces are at least superhuman, time - ... 

Neither observation, thou#*t nor practical activity can attain that 
couple to unification of the eolf which is called a whole,...She 
self Is always directed toward some thing hoyond itself.8 (2) 

Of coerce, that soMthlng external to the self nay jdmtsly be society,. 

but as w© have seen the forces in potion are ,|n society but not 

necessarily s& society. 

If this is what Dewey means by 0od - forces in nature md society 

which am superhuman, objective to the individual, and. which generate 

and support ideals » and although it is nowhere explicitly stated as 

SSUS&, tut must be pieced together, It does scoa to b@ what Dewey naans, 

than ho can be classed neither with the htmnniste or as a thoist. 

" 1 . , 

(X) 0. Darwin, flic Origin of Spooled B.t,t 4,I..Burt, reprint of Sixth 
London Edition, pTP2.(tfUotod by i.sfBrlAtman.S3»y grobloA-fiLf-JM^ 

(2) itelil, p. 1% : 



Conclusion 

At the outset of this essay it was stated that its purpose was to 

determine the source of the apparent differences in the religious views 
Cr 

of James and Dewey. The eonlusion of the matter seems to he that the 
A 

source of the differences lies finally in their differing judgments of 

the character exhibited in and by nature. James sees in nature as it is 

given for human experience a spiritual core. Dewey estimates nature as 

t is experienced to he a realm of potential value, carrying within 

^.tself its proper method and its inherent limits. While their tempera- 

ants may account in some measure for their respective judgments, the 

temperamental factor does not tell the whole story. Bach judgment is 

nature and is based upon a careful scrutiny of all the available 

evidence. 

James seems to have based his judgment of nature upon the following 

factors- In consciousness he discerned an inner core, a "palpitating, 

loner self*,' which was not reducible to organic interactions and integra¬ 

tions. The teystone of his metaphysics was personal value and the value 

of the person. Truth and reality depend from the presence of value for 

some personal self, human or superhuman. Value in turn was the creation 

of soma self or selves out of neutral, pluralistic elements. Ms ethics 

was in the final analysis based upon a spiritualistic interpretation of 

human conduct. This life, this world, and this universe involve a real 

fight; there is real right and real wrong and a real struggle between 

them. Finally, his religious experience,and, so far as he could see, the 

religious experiences of otters were empirically real and specifiable. 
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And he experienced higher powers in nature which he conceived to he a 
,'fhou‘l and not an impersonal ‘it*. He was convinced that ours Is not the 

highest experience In the universe. Ho one of these factors would have 

"brought James to his final conclusion, hut fudging by the convergence of 

their various pointings, he inferred that nature was possessed of a 

spiritual core. 

Dewey*s judgment of the character of the world in which we live is 

that it is a realm of potential values. Hi® evidence is taken at much 

the same points as that of James with, of course, a different understand* 

lag $»d interpretation. Human consciousness and experience is taken for 

what it immediately is. fhera is no evidence, however, of an 1inner 

self*} the evidence shows only a striving organism, fhe evidence of 

aotaphysica shows nature to he the sort of thing that can get known hy 

scientific methods, fhe method by which truth is attained is a more 

accurate indication of the character of nature than the truths so 

attained. Value results from understanding with what one is dealing, 

fhe potential and latent is developed and grows within the limits of 

nature, Kthica is as much a scientific matter as the physical sciences. 

::io spiritual element supervenes. Moral problems are not a special kind 

of problems, but are like any other difficulties which arise in human 

experience and ©re just as amenable to the scientific method as the 

latter are. Finally, Dewey finds nothing in his experience which 

corresponds to a Sod operating on or through nature. All that he can 

honestly recognize is the rise of directing ideals in social experience. 

Ind these he finds adequate to the ’spiritual* needs of human living. 
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fhe task Of the individual and of society is to make explicit the 

implicit and potential ideals and values which lie as yet unrealised in 

nature. 

fhe problem with which this essay began is thus brought to a 

solution, which, at least in the writer's opinion, is a tenable position, 

fhlch of the judgments of the character of nature is the truer does not 

fall within the scope of our problem. In closing, it might be pointed 

out, however, that Dewey's judgment seems to be logically more rigorous, 

more detached, and, beyond all doubt, of scrupulous intellectual 

honesty. While James* judgment seems to be more sanguine, more 

responsive to that which escapes any method. Somewhere he wrote that the 

philosopher's task wag to catch the glint of light on a humming bird's 

wing. It would be a fair analogy, I believe, to say that James would 

find his predominate interest in the song and the graceful flight of 

a bird. While Dewey's interest would lead him to the wonders of the 

bird's anatomy, the bird, meanwhile, would have lost Its life and Its 

song because of his incisive, anatomical inquiry. 


